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FOREWORD
This document is one of six volumes which comprises the final
report of a contract study performed for NASA, "Study of Quiet Turbofan
STOL Aircraft for Short-Haul Transportation," by the Douglas Ai.rcraft
Company, McDonnell Douglas Corporation.
The NASA technical monitor for the study was R. C. Savin, Advanced
Concepts and Missions Division, Ames Research Center, California.
The Douglas program manager for the study was L. S. Rochte. He
was assisted by study managers who prepared the analyses contained in the
technical volumes shown below.
Volume I Summary
Volume II Aircraft L. V. Malthan
Volume III Airports J. K. Moore
Volume IV Markets G. R. Morrissey
Volume V Economics M. M. Platte
Volume VI Systems Analysis J. Seif
Douglas personnel who contributed to the Economics effort are:
D. A. Andrestek L. F. Eliel
P. A. Brumfield A. L. Jacobson, Jr.
H. A. Griesbeck P. M. Scully
The participation of the airline subcontractors (Air California,
Allegheny, American and United), throughout the study was coordinated by
J. A. Stern.
The one year study, initiated in May 1972, was divided into two
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This volume contains the economic data developed by the Douglas
Aircraft Company (DAC) through its Economic Analyses effort during Phase I
and Phase II of the Study of Quiet Turbofan STOL Aircraft for Short-Haul
Transportation. These data are derived and exhibited in accordance with
the requirements shown in the NASA Request for Proposal and the DAC response
(Reference 1) to this RFP. Methods and techniques used to derive these data
are also delineated.
Economics was integrated as an active contributor in the definition
and development of air transportation systems and in the selection of airplane
configurations. This involvement also included support of trade studies,
sensitivity analyses and cost estimating. The concept of total system cost
encompassed the complete identification of the resources and interfaces
required throughout the assumed economic life of the system. Airline con-
sultants were used to provide the realism that was needed from the operators
viewpoint to properly identify the issues and resources.
Equipment and operating costs were derived in Phase I to (1) assess
the economic impact of parametric configurations designed to a stipulated
sizing mission, and (2) determine the economic viability of an operating
fleet in six representative regional networks. Four significant measures
were used to evaluate configurations along the sizing mission profile and
in the six regions:
• Airplane Prices - computed with one of the standard Douglas
advanced design cost models.
• Direct Operating Costs - calculated with a STOL modified ATA
formula.
• Indirect Operating Costs - based upon mutual agreements on
industry data between the contractors and the NASA.
• Return on Investment - calculated for the incremental airplane
using a discounted cash flow approach.
The primary Phase I objective was to generate a plausible range of candidate
configurations and through these appropriate evaluation techniques reduce the
number of configurations to those showing promise for further evaluation and
detailed analyses in Phase II. Aircraft analysis started from seven hard
point designs and proceeded through a full matrix of 202 parametric airplanes
from which 53 designs were screened. Detailed analysis further reduced the
number of candidates that were subjected to systems analysis. The output
resulted in a total of eight propulsive lift and mechanical flap short-haul
airplanes as the configurations identified for further detailed analysis in
Phase II - See Table 1-1. An advanced conventional takeoff and landing (CTOL)
airplane was carried along for comparison.
Final economic evaluations included financial and subsidy analyses
and examined the performance of the baseline airplane in the Chicago region
STOL system. The Chicago region results were used to estimate the steady
state results of the other five continental U. S. regional airlines. These
data together with detailed facilities requirements and the airplane program
data provided total system cost measures of the domestic STOL system. These
total estimates subsequently were time phased and processed through the Douglas
national econometric model to estimate external effects.
2
All costs developed for this study through the application of the DAC advanced
design cost model and other estimating techniques are to be considered as




























































1.2 Phase II Baseline Airplanes
1.2,1 The Phase II initial baseline airplane. - The Phase II initial base-
line airplane was the 150 passenger, 3000 foot (914 m) field length externally
blown flap (EBF) airplane. The EBF concept is based on the use of engine
exhaust to generate propulsive lift. This is accomplished by placing the
engine forward of the wing so that the engine exhaust is turned by the flap
system in a downward direction. The lift generated is comprised of the
normal aerodynamic lift, the component of direct gross thrust that is turned
by the flaps, and the induced lift of the wing caused by the engine exhaust.
Lift coefficients generated by this type of lift system are approximately
twice those of conventional systems.
A high-wing design has been used to alleviate the impact of adverse
ground effects that occur with the use of these large lift coefficients. The
"T" tail was dictated by high lift capabilities and the downwash velocities
on the empennage. The tail surfaces themselves are large compared to con-
ventional airplanes to attain the low approach and takeoff speeds required
for short field performance.
A supercritical wing airfoil section has been used to take full
advantage of this wing technology which is being developed by wind tunnel
and flight test experience. The use of the supercritical wing enables a
thicker and lighter wing section to be used for a given design cruise Mach
number.
A large stroke landing gear is required to match high approach sink
rates. The main landing gear is mounted in wheel pods and retracted into the
lower fuselage cross section.
Very high bypass ratio variable-pitch fan engines are used to
attain noise levels approaching 95 EPNdB on a 500 foot (152 m) sideline
distance. These engines have an advantage over conventional designs because
thrust reversing is achieved through reverse pitch of the fan in lieu of the
conventional heavy reverser designs.
The fuselage interior consists of wide tourist seats arranged six
abreast and a 34-inch pitch with two 20-inch aisles.
1.2.2 Final design airplanes. - All of the candidate airplanes were subjected
to a number of iterations to refine their weights and performance. The air-
planes were then given detailed economic, market, systems analyses, and airport
compatibility studies. Airplane trade studies were performed on noise level,
performance trade-offs, landing ground rules, avionics, ride quality, alternate
missions, effects of composite materials, and feasibility of military/commercial
commonality. These studies showed that the greatest impact on airplane designs
was the noise goal of 95 EPNdB. A number of final EBF baseline airplanes
emerged that had sideline noise levels of 96 EPNdB, but were much lighter
in takeoff gross weight and exhibited consequent DOC improvements. Figure
1-1 shows the final 150 passenger 3000 ft. (914 m) baseline design.
1.3 Market and System Synthesis
1.3.1 Fare levels. - The results of the modal split analysis determining
demand reaction to frequency,airplane payload, and fare levels consistently
showed a sharp adverse demand reaction whenever STOL fares were set higher
than CTOL CAB jet coach fares. Recognition of this demand behavior throughout























1.3.2 System concept. - The system analysis results showed a satellite STOL
system, i.e. several moderate sized STOL airports within an urban area, was
preferred to a point-to-point concept, i.e. many STOL ports within an urban
area. The results of the fare level and system concept conclusions directed
the investigation toward considering moderate to large (100 to 200 passenger)
airplanes. The use of airplanes in this size regime necessarily implied a
need for experienced airline management and operating personnel and therefore
to the central thesis of evolutionary STOL system development. Under this
concept STOL organizational entities would evolve from current CTOL entities
forming, in fact, autonomous operating divisions of existing airlines.
Although the point was not specifically addressed, the autonomous entity
concept subsumes a gradual route development process. During this development
marginal CTOL routes would be phased into the STOL entity.
1.3.3 Domestic STOL airplane market. - Evaluation of the potential airplane
market with regional simulation of the representative U. S. short haul market
showed a need for a total U. S. domestic fleet of 426 150-seat STOL airplanes.
Estimates were made of the 100 and 200 passenger capacity airplane as alternate
sizes. Domestic requirements for the 1985 traffic level are 643 (100-seat)
or 324 (200-seat) airplanes.
Seven representatives regions comprising a total of 497 city pairs
and 145 million passengers were examined during Phase II of this study. Each
of these city pairs was required to be within the 0-600 statute mile (966 km)
range category and to generate 50,000 or more origin and destination passengers
by the year 1985.
Seven baseline regional networks evolved from the market and system
analyses: Chicago, California, Northeast, Southeast, Northwest, Southern
and Hawaii. These systems service 19, 22, 18, 36, 7, 20 and 7 airports,
respectively. In some instances a single city may be serviced by more than
one regional network. The total number of airports in the baseline network
was 101. Within the respective regions there are 7, 4, 7, 1, 10, and 4 cities
in the congested classification. There are another 14 cities classified as
constrained. STOL airplanes cannot utilize congested airports because they
are physically saturated. On the other hand constrained airports can be used
by STOL airplanes if a STOL runway is constructed. Out of the total of 101
network airports, 30 percent are congested and another 13 percent are con-
strained. Congestion relief became a major objective at almost 50 percent
of the points serviced. The seven final regional networks are displayed in
Figures 1-2 to 1-8.
A detailed examination was made of system performance in meeting a
system objective of major airport congestion relief. A target of 20 percent
reduction of airplane movements from (1985) saturated carrier airports was
selected. Five major airports were examined for flight operations results
from an initial set of travel demand data. Relief was not sufficient to
satisfy the 20 percent objective. The allocation and distribution of
travelers from the baseline travel demand market was changed to expand
the original regional samples and to include additional higher, medium and
lower density routes in the network. These changes expanded the total U.S.
STOL airplane market and achieved more satisfactory congestion relief at the
congested airports. Figure 1-9 presents the representative short haul markets






































































































• It takes a market share of approximately 400 airplanes to induce
one airplane manufacturer to initiate a commercial program. The
estimated world market for STOL airplanes of 625 to 1075 one-
hundred and fifty-passenger airplanes by 1990 suggests that it
would be profitable for one or two manufacturers to produce STOL
short-haul airplanes.
• Short takeoff and landing airframe (airplanes less engines)
prices fall within the 1969 price per passenger seat range of
current transport airplanes ($42,000 per seat for externally
blown flap, 150-passenger, 3000-ft (914 m) field length airplanes,
based on a noise requirement of 95 EPNdB at 500 foot sideline
distance). A summary of the airplane prices and their major
subsystems in 1972 dollars are shown in Table 1-2.
• The airframe portion of current transports is priced
between $32,000 and $52,000 per passenger seat. The
baseline (El50.3000) airframe price per passenger seat
is about $42,000, the median of the range.
• These data indicate there is no significant cost penalty
per passenger seat for STOL short-haul airframes.
t The airframe for STOL airplanes weigh approximately
20 percent more than the advanced CTOL airframe of the
same payload capacity, based on the same technology.
• STOL engine and nacelle prices are sensitive not only
to thrust level variations, but also to engine and
nacelle configurations and, therefore, lift concepts.
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• Airframe, engine and noise suppression technologies can produce
STOL airplanes (95 EPNdB at 500-foot/152 m sideline) capable of
operating with a direct operating cost (DOC) of about 2.08 cents
per available seat statute mile (ASSM) (1.29<t/ASKM). Comparative
DOC's at the 575-st. mi. (926-km) design point for STOL and short-
haul mechanical flap airplanes are shown in Table 1-3. In this
comparison the systems analysis baseline (El50.3000) airplane is
about 18 percent higher than the advanced CTOL 150.7500 airplane.
The DOC's versus field length curves for the systems analysis
airplanes at stage lengths of 200 st. mi. (322-km), 300 st. mi.
(483-km) and 575 st. mi. (926-km) are shown in Figure 1-10.
However, the final design STOL baseline (acoustic modifications)
has a DOC of 1.91 cents per ASSM (1.3<t/ASKM), about 8% below the
systems analysis version and about 14 percent higher than the
equivalent-design advanced CTOL. A comparison of the operating
cost for the systems analysis STOL baseline and the advanced CTOL
serving comparable high-density networks (e.g. Chicago Region)
show similar results as follows:
STOL CTOL
E150.3000 Cl50.7500
Average stage length, st. mi. (km) 319 (513) 291 (468)
DOC, (f/assm U/askm) 2.23 (1.38) 2.08 (1.29)
IOC, <£/assm U/askm) 2.04 (1.27) 2.18 (1.35)
TOC, <t/assm U/askm) 4.27 (2.65) 4.26 (2.64)
• A regional STOL air transportation system with an organization
structure specializing in the short-haul high density market
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$11.00 per passenger as opposed to current operating results
of $5.00 (Reference 58) to $12.00 (Reference 59) per passenger
at equivalent stage lengths - about 300 st. mi. (483 km). The
IOC's for the Phase II airplanes are shown in Table 1-4.
• Even though STOL IOC's can be reduced from $12.00 per
passenger to $11.00 per passenger, they are still higher
than DOC's at short stage lengths.
• Employee productivity on the order of 1600 to 2500
passengers per employee appears to be required to
achieve these lower IOC's.
t Lower intrastate fares prevailing in California require
stringent controls of IOC's as roughly measured by very
high passenger per employee ratios.
• Control of IOC's may be more crucial than control of
DOC's for successful STOL operations.
• The total cost per passenger over a 320 st. mi. stage length
is about $25.00 before interest, depreciation acceleration,
federal income taxes and profits depending upon load factor,
operating policies and route structure. The combination of
available technology and specialized organization means that
viable regional STOL systems can be developed provided market
growth rates (6 percent short-haul) persist and competitive
load factors in the 55 to 60 percent range can be attained.
Under these conditions and with a Civil Aeronautics Board (CAB)
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estimated ROI results of about 10.5%a as measured by the simpli-
fied CAB formula. This annual ROI of 10.5 percent reflects
system maturation assumptions, phased route development, fare
dilution, route load factor and frequency growth and the increas-
ing ability of the operating results to absorb fixed operating
costs.
• The potential long term viability of the various STOL airplanes
was also addressed using the discounted cash flow method. Figure
1-11 shows the steady state ROIs for the eight systems analysis
airplanes. All airplanes carrying 150 or more passengers and
designed for 3000 ft (914 m) or greater field lengths are viable
given a market and suitable ride qualities. The 1985 market for
the 200-passenger EBF is not large enough to encourage private
manufacture. The MF 3000 ft (914 m) ride qualities are unsuitable.
The satisfactory potential of the 150-passenger EBF is indicated by
by the arrows in Figure 1-11 showing the variation in the computed
ROI performance. At the lower end, 13% dilution and start up
costs put ROI just below the viability threshold. At the upper
end, zero dilution and steady state performance make it attractive.
The private decision to initiate STOL service, therefore becomes
conditioned by the individual entity's appraisal of the invest-
ment vis-a-vis other currently available alternatives; i.e.
additional CTOL airplanes, hotels, real estate, etc.
The California regional STOL system is a special case. In the California
corridor intrastate fare structures on the order of 50 percent of the CAB
Phase 7 jet coach fares present a special entry barrier. This region is












t Despite the promise of long term viability, the initial
operating years probably would require subsidy, if basic
assumptions are accurate. The cumulative profits may not
be large enough to induce the required investment. The
regional systems studied might require subsidies for a few
years. The sharply improved operating results probably would
preclude subsidies to individual operators after the fifth or
sixth year.
• The financial outlook is not as sanguine wherever a regional
STOL system must compete against intrastate operations con-
strained to the sharply reduced fare structures imposed by
state Regulatory Commissions. For example, the California
Region system would require an annual $60.5 million pre-tax
subsidy to offset lower yield from California intrastate flights.
The choice under these circumstance is either permanent subsidy
either direct or in the form of premium route awards or alter-
natively deep cuts in indirect operating costs. Direct costs
cannot be substantially trimmed while maintaining flight safety.
Of course the STOL airplanes offer more comfort than the typically
high density intrastate configurations. However, it is not clear
how well this greater comfort can be translated into either higher
intrastate load factors or fare premiums above intrastate fares
or a mixture of both.
• Recently, the CAB has directed carriers to phase out domestic
youth and family fare discounts in three stages through June 1,-
1974, Reference 65. At the time of its original decision in
December 1972 the CAB also directed airlines to cancel the
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"Discover America" excursion fares. If such action takes place,
then the assumption and application of the 13 percent fare
dilution in this study can be deleted (or at least reduced)
and the ROI would move to the upper end of the viability
threshold as described above.
In the case of the California Region the three-percent fare
dilution is intentionally conservative. There are indications
that this dilution value approximates 1.6 percent.
• One of the primary results of the continuing engineering design
and analysis activity was the finding that high bypass ratio,
low fan pressure ratio engine technology could be successfully
exploited to markedly improve airplane performance, weights and
economics. The results of this intensive investigation showed
that only small noise penalties, on the order of 1 to 2 db,
would occur if the noise suppression rings were deleted from
the inlet and exhaust ducts of certain engine families. When
all the designs were reevaluated the E150.3000 had a 15,000-
pound gross weight reduction reflected by a 9,500-pound lighter
airplane in cost weight - a difference of almost 10 percent.
The price was reduced by 7.2 percent from $11.3M to $10.5M.
t Military/Commercial commonality studies showed that such an
approach is economically feasible and could produce a viable
short-haul STOL airplane which could also be stretched into
larger payload and longer range CTOL airplanes.
• Current technology will support the development, production
and operation of economically viable quiet, turbofan STOL
28
airplanes for short-haul transportation. However, advances in
technology will provide significant economic and operational
gains.
1.5 Total System Cost and External Effects
The STOL system affects many more segments of the economy than is
commonly realized. The total implications, in terms of total system cost,
as seen by various users and contributors to STOL system development and
operations were estimated for the aerospace industry, construction industry,
regional airlines, the public and the lending institutions and are shown in
Table 1-5. Estimates were made of the interrelated effects upon the total
economic system and are displayed in this report as a gross transaction flow.
The indirect benefits in terms of the effects on the gross national product,
government receipts and employment were also developed from the generation
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2.0 I N T R O D U C T I O N
2.1 General
The Douglas economic ana lys i s suppor t ing the "Study of Quiet Turbo-
fan STOL Aircraft for Short-Haul Transportat ion" had two pr imary object ives:
• Determine the economic characteristics of var ious a i r p l a n e
conf igura t ions , and
• Determine the economic characterist ics of each STOL transportat ion
system.
The emphas is of these two objectives is upon the characteristics of the air-
planes and transportation systems rather than upon precisely d e f i n i n g the
speci f ic costs associated w i t h each candidate design or hypothetical trans-
portation system. From the outset
"it is not intended that this study define actual transport
a i rp lanes or dictate the selection of speci f ic l i f t concepts;
the required design studies are to provide a rea l i s t ic basis
for systems analys is and technology assessments." (Reference 60)
Once the resources and interfaces were defined the experience of
the other contractors (Detroit Diesel A l l i s o n and General Electr ic Company) ,
the four consu l t ing a i r l ines ( A i r C a l i f o r n i a , A l l e g h e n y , American and U n i t e d ) ,
and the extensive l i tera ture provided by previous studies were used to
spec i f i ca l ly adapt ex i s t ing methods and models to the analys is of STOL
transportation economics. W h i l e most of the changes to ex is t ing methods were
m i n o r , the systematic review assured maximum cred ib i l i ty of the resu l t ing
revenue, cost and operational est imates.
This volume contains the complete analyt ical development incorporat ing
as necessary the integrated results of other study tasks. However, it is
recognized that the economic, technical , airport, market and systems analyses
issues are interrelated. An overview of STOL transportation must embrace not
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only the results of this and other contemporary studies, but, also an
appreciation of recent general transportation developments.
2.2 Background
Over the past fifteen years, the U.S. transportation system has
been rapidly evolving. Cargo containerization has become a way of life for
the air, sea, and surface modes. Long-haul passenger transportation has
become the province of the airlines; and, short-haul passenger transportation
appears to belong to the private automobile. National recognition of the
evolution gave rise to the Department of Transportation, charged with the
responsibility for creating and implementing national transportation policy.
Advanced technology has provided a lever for altering traditional concepts of
the relative mix of transportation modes applied to each of the vital movement
functions. The high capital costs associated with the extension of high
speed mass passenger movement to new or less heavily used routes has suggested
STOL airplanes may provide less capital intensive solutions at near minimum
operating costs.
Effective new programs for coping with the primary problems of
congestion and noise around airports in the U.S. will probably involve new
expenditures of both public and private funds. Rational formulation of public
policy requires that applicable economic facts and relationships be analyzed,
stated and applied to the problem of how to allocate such additional costs
among the producers of airplanes, airlines, other users of airplanes, airport
operators and the general public through Federal and local government agencies.
However, aeronautical advances are subject to a variety of institutional
constraints which can be categorized as regulatory and legal, market and
financial, and organization and social.
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There always is a compelling competition among the various govern-
ment agencies for available funds. In recent years this competition for
available funds has become more intense due to the limitation of such funds.
This has created an ordering of priorities, and, an awareness of the broader
national objectives is essential in order to exhibit realistic and contrib-
utory benefits that can be derived from the STOL System Studies. It is not
intended that the economics in this study justify creating a new need or
satisfy a want; but, rather to credibly show how to satisfy an existing need
on a national level. Also, we are in the latest stage of industrialism in
which technologists and their sponsors are being held politically accountable
for the effects of their technology. Business has had about fifty years to
do as it wished and engineers about twice that long; but, that all appears to
be coming to an end. Early industrialism placed a great premium on innovation
and the garnering of first order profits without assessing second and third
order costs. These technologists are now required to solve their problems
in the context that economics was implemented.
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The study has focused on the potential market for, the preferred
operational concepts, the design characteristics and the economic viability
of extensive STOL short-haul passenger operations. In particular, this
volume addresses three central issues governing economic viability:
t Operator economics given the market
t The required transportation facilities
• The external economic effects of a set of regional STOL
transportation systems.
2.3 Overview
Figure 2-1 illustrates the coordination of the major economic
elements between the NASA and Douglas. The study procedures and computer
programs remained virtually intact throughout Phase I and Phase II. Phase I
was initiated with a comprehensive literature search to identify resource
elements and to quantify and validate STOL input data and computational
procedures. The principal resource identification issues were the definition
of consistent computations of DOCs and IOCS and P.OI. The principal interface
problems involved specifying a standard design mission profile, defining
ground and air maneuver times and determination of STOL block fuel and reserve
requirements. After the NASA concurrence, the existing Douglas DOC, IOC and
ROI models were modified to incorporate the revised constants as documented
in Section 7.4.
Once the airline elements were defined a short-haul economic flow
model was developed. This model depicts the gross transactions among the
several components of the public and private sectors, Figure 2-2. The public
sector transactions are the results of capital and operating requirements at















































































































































































respectively. Private sector transactions3 are primarily generated by the
airline and the supporting aerospace manufacturing industries. The trans-
action flow information provides the basis for the total system cost estimate.
The transaction data are the primary inputs into the econometric model which
calculates the anticipated external efforts.
The transaction flow information treats each component as a
"black box", Figure 2-3. Investments are provided to the operating entity,
later reduced by debt retirement, and recompensed by dividends and interest.
Revenue is provided by the travelling public while wages and salaries are
paid to employees. Fees, rentals and taxes flow from the airline to the
various government entities.
aThere is an important difference between economic and accounting trans-
actions. For example, depreciation is an accounting "transaction" but not an
economic one. The economic analogue is composed of the working capital
generated by depreciation and/or the repayment, if any, of debt. A similar
difficulty exists in comparing public and private investments. Public invest-
ments almost always are treated as an instantaneous expenditure. On the other
hand private sector investments usually are spread over extended periods




























































































Allison engine, when used after airplane model
designation
Augmentor wing, when used before airplane model
designation
Aircraft


















Advanced CTOL, when used before airplane model
designation
Civil Aeronautics Board
Commercial Airplane Production and Development Cost
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Externally blown flap, when used before airplane
model designation
Electronic attitude director indicator
Externally blown flap, when used alone
Engine build-up unit
Engine
Effective perceived noise, decibels









3.0 ABBREVIATIONS, ACRONYMS & SYMBOLS. - Continued
G General Electric engine, when used after airplane
model designation
G&A General and administrative
G.E. General Electric
GHE Ground handling equipment
GPE Ground property and equipment
GS Glide slope




HSI Horizontal situation indicator
IFGCS Integrated flight guidance and control system
ILS Instrument landing system
IND Indicator
IOC Indirect operating cost
KI_-|Q IOC expense category factors




LAC Lockheed Aircraft Corporation
Ib, LB Pound
LOC Localizer




3.0 ABBREVIATIONS, ACRONYMS & SYMBOLS. - Continued
m Meter
MAX Maximum




MWE Manufacturer's weight empty - same as MEW
NASA National Aeronautics and Space Administration
NAV Navigation
n. mi . , N. MI. Nautical mi le
no., NO. Number
0 Over-the-wing, when used before airplane model
designation
OEM Operator's empty weight - same as OWE
OWE Operator's weight empty - same as OEW
P-J2 Airframe price function for 1972
PA Public address
PAX Passenger
PENGINES Price of eng1nes
PNdB Perceived noise, decibels
PSA Pacific Southwest Airlines
PSGR Passenger
PUC Public Utilities Commission
qty, QTY Quantity
RAND Rand Corporation
RFP Request for proposal
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3.0 ABBREVIATIONS, ACRONYMS & SYMBOLS. - Concluded.










4.0 RESULTS AND ANALYSES
4.1 Airplane Cost Analysis
4.1.1 Estimating airplane prices. - Costs and prices were developed on a
continuous basis to respond to different types of technical and management
decisions. They were also used to measure the impact on the major resource
categories of the Investment Base and Operations. Proven cost analysis
techniques were used to establish a proper economic basis for decision-making,
Estimates were derived from a systematic and organized approach to predicting
cost behavior in the future, on the basis of what is now known and the
expected advancements in the state-of-technology. However, the relationship
of technology to cost behavior is more subtle than can be expressed by con-
tinuous functions and trend analysis estimates for the candidate systems.
These systems were configured (in whole or in part) with current state-of-
technology design concepts, materials and manufacturing methods. The result-
ing cost estimates were derived using standard documented costing techniques
having quantified measures of reliability and dependability. The advanced
technology elements necessitated application of judgment to modify the exist-
ing statistical and engineering analysis techniques (used in current state-
of-technology costing) to reflect the anticipated cost impact of advanced
technology.
4.1.1.1 STOL airplane price substantiation and derivation. - Substantiating
the reasonability of projected airplane program costs and/or prices has been
a controversial issue. System procurement history is replete with documented
cases of the unreliability of early aircraft system cost estimates. The
Douglas Advance Design approach to costing (pricing) the candidate STOL
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systems originally was selected to minimize gross understatements of probable
STOL airplane costs.
This requires the use of a consistent set of computations to deter-
mine the relative cost differences among generic designs. In addition, the
computations must be derived from historical information to assure correspond-
ence of the calculated costs with the cost levels that would be obtained if
the airplanes were actually manufactured. Next, a pricing strategy relating
production costs to market prices must be developed which uses the realistic
costs in a realistic market size and producer's risk environment. Finally,
the resulting prices must be tested against the willingness of the airline
operators to procure such equipment.
The test hypothesis is straight forward. The less complex STOL
system costs, excluding engines, should approximately overlay the present
new airplane market prices again excluding engines. Engine costs must be
treated separately for two reasons. One, a larger proportion, per se, of
STOL airplane weight and cost must be devoted to propulsion and two, the
quiet airplane requirement increases this proportion even more because the
installed to uninstalled thrust ratio is degraded due to noise treatment
requirements. Following a general discussion of cost per seat trends, the
substantiation begins by deriving the current market price trend. Next, this
current airplane price trend is related to projected STOL airplane costs.
Finally, the airframe cost and weight for current airplanes and the candidate
STOL airplanes are shown to be commensurate. Of course, this means moderate
STOL airframes incur no great cost penalty. The major penalty falls on the
propulsion system to handle field length and the collateral noise criteria.
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4.1.1.1.1 Airplane cost model. - The Commercial Airplane Cost and Production
Model (CAPDEC-K7CA) used to estimate development and production costs
reflects the research results of two organizations. The basic log-linear
regression equations relating airplane characteristics, (weight and speed)
to resource requirements (engineering, tooling and manufacturing hours and
material costs) and program assumptions (production rate, quantity, and
Authority to Proceed) were developed by the Rand Corporation. The initial
publication followed by several revisions is based upon an analysis of
various relationships among some 40 military aircraft programs. (The sample
size varies for each relationship because there are significant gaps in the
basic data.) This fundamental research could not have been performed by a
single manufacturer because the analysis requires access to industry wide
proprietary cost accounting data.
The basic model was assessed to determine significant perturbations
resulting from Douglas commercial airplane cost experience.
• The most significant restructuring was occasioned by the relative
insensitivity of cost to design speed over the high subsonic
speed regimes. While the Rand model depicts a general speed
influence up to Mach 2 plus, Douglas transport experience centers
around the Mach .75 to .85 area.
• Transport production history suggests a flattening of the manu-
facturing labor and material cost/quantity relationship in the
vicinity of 250 units. (A result also noted in Reference 57 ).
• Recent detailed analysis of transport engineering cost rejects
the smooth cost quantity mathematical assumption used by Rand
and proposed a higher non-recurring charge and a steeper learning
curve slope.
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• The rapid evolution (or revolution) of airplane flight test
technology and procedures necessitated an updated- flight test
cost concept. This, in turn, generates changes in the develop-
ment support equations.
In summary, the results of the original and modified, models produce
about the same total cost for 250 airplanes, but the distribution of the costs
has been changed. The general effect can be seen in Figure 4-T. The exact
cost ratio depends upon airplane configuration and program assumptions.
4.1.1.1.2 Price derivation. - During Phase I, when specific market estimates
were not. available, a conservative pricing point of 20 percent profit over a
production run of 300 airplanes was used to provide estimated airplane prices
for other program tasks. At that time, it was also thought that the upper
limit of the market would be on the order of 300 airplanes. A maximum market
of 300 would require high profit incentives to attract an airplane manufacturer.
The 20-percent margin was chosen to provide that incentive.
As subsequent studies indicated a market on the order of 800
commercial airplanes, it became apparent that the pricing quantity should
be larger. Assuming two manufacturers, this would leave a basic commercial
market of 400 airplanes per producer.3 The existence of a military STOL
market provides additional sales potential, for an airplane with a substantial
degree of commonality. The existence of this larger potential market sharply
reduces the risk of pricing at 400 units. Therefore, a lower percentage
incentive should be sufficient to attract at least one entry. And, the pricing
strategy was changed from 300 units at 20-percent profit margin to ten percent
at 400 units.




















































The effect can be shown in Figure 4-2 which compares the Phase I







The unit price declines by almost 19 percent, the unit profit by 56 percent
and the unit cost by 12 percent.
4.1.1.1.3 Price per seat trends. - The unit price of an airplane in terms of
price per seat represents a rough index of the potential profitability of an
airplane. Recently the price per seat of transport airplanes has ranged from
about 15,000 dollars to over one hundred thousand dollars, depending upon the
size, range, speed, and field length performance of the airplane. Cost per
seat declines with size for a fixed range, increases with range, and
increases with speed and short field capability. Other factors influencing
the variation are the economic environment of the producer, production rate
and the estimated market.
Comparison of the price per seat of the Phase II STOL candidates
with the band representing recent market price conditions shows the STOL price
per seat data lying above the band. This suggests a rather large premium for
quiet STOL performance or, alternatively, overstated cost estimates, Figure
4-3.
The latter conclusion is rapidly dispelled if the data are restricted

































































Figure 4-3 has been replotted in Figure 4-4 excluding general aviation air-
planes and deleting estimated engine prices. Now only the extremely short
field airplanes (2000 ft/610 m) or high technology concepts lie outside the
general price per seat band. This points to the general cost commensurability
of STOL and current CTOL airframes. However, this approach still suggests a
premium, in terms of price per seat, for moderate STOL performance airplanes.
Whether this is a performance penalty or pricing penalty can be determined
by examining the airplane market in closer detail.
4.1.1.1.4 Current transport airplane market prices. - There are a number of
ways to relate the market prices of airplanes to trieir characteristics; .e.g.,
price versus capacity, price versus productivity, price versus work capability
and price versus weight. All of these approaches were presented in Phase I
using both domestic and foreign and general aviation and airline airplanes at
1969 market prices, Appendix 7.7. The present analysis considers only domestic
airline airplanes and 1972 market prices or their equivalent. The restricted
sample, then, eliminates the effects of non-U.S. production practices and
economic climate and the effect of governmental subsidy programs.
The resulting plot of 1972 Market Price versus Manufacturer's Empty
Weight, Figure 4-5, was developed from a variety of sources. Consequently,
there is considerable dispersion around the 1972 price function, P™- The
dispersion also arises, in part, from the use of specific prices and MEWs for
some airplanes and the use of generic prices and weights in others, e.g.,
MEW = .936-OEW. The resulting linear price function depicts the nominal
price an airline is willing to pay for a transport airplane in 1972. Price >
and weight transformations of the price function directly lead to a comparison
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4.1.1.1.5 Phase II STOL airplane unit costs. - During Phase I, the airplane
price was assumed to be the average cost of 300 aircraft with a 20 percent
profit margin. Naturally, these assumptions provided a price higher than
that reflected by the market where the breakeven point, even before it begins
to creep due to model changes, is on the order of 300 to 400 aircraft and the
anticipated profit at that quantity is far less. The Phase II airplane unit
costs are based on 400 airplanes and 10 percent profit.
Representative Phase II and Phase I results, in relation to the
1972 price function, P 7 2> explained above are shown in Figure 4-6. The
change in ground rules and designs has sharply narrowed the difference
between the STOL results ana the 1972 price function.
4.1.1.1.6 Airframe price trends. - The final step considers the airframe
cost as a function of the airframe weight. The translation is accomplished
by subtracting engine prices from airplane prices and concomitantly subtract-
ing engine weight from airplane weight. The results for the Douglas models
making up the current market and the STOL candidates are shown in Figure 4-7.
Here the EBF airframe costs lie along a slightly shallower line than the
transformed P7? function. However, the differences between these airplanes
and the transformed current market function are well within the error band
of the current market, as indicated by the dispersion of the individual DC-8's,
DC-9's and DC-10's around the transformed current market function.
Examination of the more modest technology requirements for the
3000 ft (914 m) STOL designs provides no suggestion that the 3000-ft (914 m)
STOL airframe should cost more than a current CTOL airframe of the same weight.
But, as the field requirements become more stringent and more exotic design






























































































































4.1.2 Estimating engine and nacelle prices. - Under their NASA contracts,
Detroit Diesel Allison and General Electric provided engine and nacelle
estimated prices for the STOL engines used during Phase I (parametric) and
Phase II (refined) design studies. The engine cycles generally feature high
bypass ratios and high engine thrust to weight ratios compatible with reason-
able advances in propulsion technology. The price levels associated with
these engines are commensurate with current commercial pricing practices
given the postulated technology. Therefore, a procedure was developed to
interpolate engine costs and prices from the data obtained by the two
contractors.
The engine manufacturer's selling prices and the uninstalled thrusts
are tabulated in Table IV-1. The plot of these data, Figure 4-8, shows no
simple relationship between pure engine thrust and price because the engine
cycles for each lift concept are different. In all cases airplanes based upon
the General Electric engines are considerably heavier than those based upon
Allison engines. Therefore, only the Allison price data were carried into
Phase II. The selling prices include prorated development and production
costs including the engine manufacturer's profit, but, excluding the airplane
manufacturer's profit.
Engine and nacelle cost estimates were made for each engine cycle.
The procedure for the Allison PD287-3 engine, used on the EBF airplanes, is
illustrated by Figure 4-9. Uninstalled thrust estimates from design were
used to establish a reference price for the engine and the nacelle at a fixed
quantity. Next the engine and nacelle unit prices were adjusted for quantities,
as required during each phase, using the upper right hand cost/quantity curves
of Figure 4-9. Finally the nacelle prices were corrected to delete the costs
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TABLE IV-1







Price per engine, $M
Lift concept
Thrust, Ib/kN
Price per engine, $M
Lift concept
Thrust, Ib/kN




Price per engine, $M
Lift concept
Thrust, Ib/kN



































a Uninstalled thrust per engine and engine manufacturer's selling price,
in 1972 dollars.
All airplanes were derived by varying thrust to weight ratios and wing
loading to optimize takeoff gross weight within the cruise speed and
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of engine buildup, inadvertently included in the original data provided by
Allison. The cost/quantity relationship for engine buildup vs quantity is
shown in the lower right hand corner of Figure 4-9. The corrected nacelle
price versus thrust curve is displayed in the lower left hand corner of the
figure. Comparison of corrected nacelle prices versus thrust curves for
selected quantities with the original data, Figure 4-10, illustrates the
unit price effect of this adjustment.
4.1.3 Estimating avionics prices. - During Phase I, a rough order of mag-
nitude (ROM) estimate was made of the cost of the STOL avionics subsystem
based on a general description of the desired functions and/or performance.
This amounted to a preliminary avionics subsystem cost (excluding profit) of
$500,000 - with a Phase I 20-percent profit this amounts to a $600,000 price.
In Phase II a baseline avionics subsystem was developed and described in
detail. This avionics baseline provides CAT Ilia Fail Operative All Weather
Capability (including STOLAND) at a cost level of $571,235 (excluding Douglas
profit at 10%). The equipments and unit costs are shown in Table IV-2. The
cost estimates are the result of in-house Douglas estimates for new equipment,
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Further analysis of avionics requirements has indicated that the
full avionics capability may not be required for some lift concepts. The
exact variations have not been specified at this time. Even if the changes
resulted in a cost savings of as much as 40 percent of the nominal avionics
complement, this would only affect the DOCs by less than eight tenths of one
percent. Therefore, the overall results and conclusions of this volume are
not sensitive to the probable error.
4.1.4 Airplane cost/price data
4.1.4.1 Phase I characteristics and prices. - Design data for 39 Phase I
airplanes are presented in Table IV-3. The corresponding airframe, engine,
nacelle and total selling prices are shown in Table IV-4. The 35 Phase I
STOL and short-haul mechanical flap airplanes covered a payload range from
50 to 200 passengers and a field length range from 1500 ft (457 m) to 4000 ft
(1219 m) plus four advanced CTOL airplanes. Douglas and its airline consul-
tants concurred that the 50 passenger airplanes were too small and noncompet-
itive on the basis of their direct operating costs. Consequently, the Phase
II study concentrated upon the 100 to 200 passenger payload regime. Examination
of 1985 route structures in the various markets strongly suggested the 1985
market for 200 passenger STOL airplanes would be too small to provide sufficient
incentive to encourage production of this airplane before 1990. Therefore,
the baseline payload for Phase II was "pegged" to 150 passengers. Table IV-5
shows the selection of other Phase II designs around the 150 passenger EBF
baseline point. Both the augmentor wing and upper surface blowing concepts
should be considered if field lengths significantly shorter than 3000 ft.
(914 m) are required while the mechanical flap becomes a preferred solution
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externally blown flap design and a 3000-ft (914 m) mechanical flap design
were selected to provide trend data. The two-engine advanced CTOL design
provides a yardstick for comparing STOL and conventional airplanes at a
constant technology level.
4.1.4.2 Phase II characteristics and prices. - The Phase II systems analysis
airplane characteristics and prices are displayed in Table IV-6. Three con-
figurations were refined from Phase I - E150.2000, E100.3000 and the
/
E200.3000. The percent change in selling price for all three airplanes











The principal pricing effect is the change in the strategy point from
Phase I (300 airplanes and 20 percent profit) to Phase II (400 airplanes and
10 percent profit). This change reduced the price of the E100.3000 airplane
by 18.5 percent at about the same cost weight. Since the other two airplanes
grew in weight from Phase I to Phase II, the price change is not as large.
Table IV-7 provides a breakdown of the unit price by major airplane
component and the contribution of prorated development and recurring average
production costs. All data include an airplane manufacturer's profit of 10
percent.
4.-1.4.3 Comparison of Phase I and Phase II prices. - The results of Phase I
provided rules of thumb for comparing the selling prices of the various lift
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design requirements were refined during Phase II, these requirements were
reflected in the pricing procedure. The Phase I and Phase II results suggest
the prices of mechanical flap and externally blown flap airplanes are commen-
surate. At the end of Phase I it was concluded that upper surface blowing
airplanes were about the same price as the EBF designs; but, the final Phase
II results indicated the differential is about ten percent. The augmentor
wing appeared to be about 15 percent more expensive during Phase I. Now the
two concepts appear to yield about the same price. The results of Phase II
suggest the Phase I price differential between EBF and CTOL airplanes was
understated.
4.1.4.4 Comparison of systems analysis and final design airplanes. - One of
the primary results of the continuing engineering design and analysis activity
during Phase II was the finding that high bypass ratio, low fan pressure ratio
engine technology could be successfully exploited to markedly improve airplane
performance, weights, and economics. The results of this intensive investiga-
tion showed that only small noise penalties (an increase of about two EPNdB
above 95) would occur if the noise suppression rings were deleted from the
inlet and exhaust ducts of certain engine families. The Phase II final
design airplanes reflect the results of this acoustic trade study.
The characteristics and unit prices of the Phase II final design
airplanes are presented in Table IV-8. In comparing the systems analysis
and final design baseline airplanes (E150.3000 See Table IV-9) the 14,270 Ib
(6,472 kg) gross weight reduction is reflected in a 9,430 Ib (4,278 kg) lighter
airplane in cost weight terms, a difference of almost 10 percent. After these
changes are fully examined the price of the 150-passenger 3000 ft (914 m) field
length airplane was reduced by 7.2 percent from $11.3 to $10.5 million. Savings
90
are realized throughout the airplane with the exception of the avionics
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E150.3000 PHASE II CHARACTERISTICS AND PRICES
[Systems analysis3 vs. final design airplane]
Characteristic or price




Thrust per engine, Ib(kN)
No. of engines





























































4.2.1.1 Direct operating costs. - The methods of computing both the direct
and indirect operating costs are based on discussions and agreements among
the NASA personnel and both contractors (Douglas and Lockheed). These dis-
cussions were initiated at the start of Phase I. The purpose was to formulate
a standardized methodology for the evaluation of quiet STOL airplane economics.
Initially it was believed that the available methods of computing operating
costs would not be adequate in their entirety because of the differences
between the operational characteristics of STOL and conventional air transport
systems. The approach agreed to is a modification of the 1967 Air Transport
Association (ATA) "Standard Method of Estimating Comparative Direct Operating
Costs of Turbine Powered Transport Airplanes".
4.2.1.1.1 Modifications to the 1967 ATA method. - At the outset, several
changes were made to the 1967 constants to reflect 1972 price levels. In
addition, some changes were made so that the ATA method reflected STOL
operating procedures, profiles and route peculiarities. This section first
covers the changes to reflect 1972 price levels and then the changes to
incorporate STOL operating procedures.
4.2.1.1.1.1 Crew costs. - Crew costs were increased 40 percent to incorporate
the salary rates established by contract negotiations over the 1967 to 1972
time interval. Although the airplanes may be certifiable with a two-man crew
complement, some airlines may choose to operate them with a three-man flight
crew.
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4.2.1.1.1.2 Fuel costs. - These costs were increased from $0.095 per U. S.
gallon to $0.115 per U. S. gallon to reflect timewise escalation of petroleum
costs from 1967 to 1972. It is recognized that the nation is facing an energy
crisis and that the problem of supply and demand will cause increases in the
cost of fuel irrespective of the timewise escalation. However, cost increases
resulting from supply and demand have not been included in this study and
are significant and warrant further study.
4.2.1.1.1.3 Maintenance costs. - The direct maintenance labor rate was
increased from $4.00 to $6.00 per man-hour to reflect timewise escalation
for labor; but, the non-dollar coefficients were reduced by 25 percent to
incorporate current maintenance experience with jet airplanes.
4.2.1.1.1.4 Maneuver time. - During Phase I, a ten-minute ground and air
maneuver time allowance was used to compute block time. The reduction to
ten minutes from the ATA standard of 21 minutes, reflected different flight
profiles and separate STOL runways at many airports. A more refined analysis
in Phase II provided a revised estimate of eight minutes composed as follows:
Origin Destination Total
Air maneuver time, min 1.5 1.5 3.0
Ground maneuver time, min 3.5 1.5 5.0
Total maneuver time, min 5.0 3.0 8.0
4.2.1.1.1.5 Reserve fuel. - The reserve fuel requirements were changed in
Phase I from the ATA standards to 200 n. mi. (370 km) at 20,000 ft (6,096 m)
enroute to an alternate field, plus 15 minutes holding time at 10,000-ft
(3,048 m) altitude at maximum endurance throttle settings. The same reserve
95
fuel requirements were used for the Phase II design mission direct operating
costs. However, when realistic regional network operations were structured,
actual alternate destinations were considered instead of the arbitrary 200
n. mi. (370 km) distance.
4.2.1.1.1.6 Block fuel. - The direct operating cost comparisons are based
on the design point mission, 575 st. mi. (926 km), the 230 st. mi. (370 km)
alternate airport requirement, and the eight-minute total maneuver time. The
regional direct operating costs were computed using the actual network stage
lengths, alternate airports, and the eight minute maneuver time allowance.
4.2.1.1.1.7 Spares. - During Phase I a 25-percent spares factor for engines
was used in lieu of the ATA 40 percent. This reduction in spares reflects
jet experience and a mature system. In the Phase II regional network analyses,
a variable spares factor was employed which relates spares requirements to
fleet size as would be observed in actual recommended provisioning practices.
A schedule of this variable spares factor as a function of fleet size is
shown in Table IV-10.
4.2.1.1.1.8 Utilization. - A standard utilization of 2500 hours per year per
airplane specified by the NASA was used throughout the parametric analyses
in Phase I and in all Phase II design point studies. The network operating
schedule analyses forecast higher utilizations. For example, in the Chicago
region the schedule analysis provided a nine-hour utilization per day or
3,285 hours per airplane per year, assuming a fleet size of 35 airplanes
and from a maintenance viewpoint a "friction-free system". Subsequent
maintenance analysis showed a requirement of 38 airplanes to sustain an
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the nine-hour "friction-free" utilization to an average of 8.29 hours per '
airplane per day for the fleet of 38 airplanes. Therefore, the fleet sizes
in each region would have to be increased to provide maintenance rotation
of the fleet. The larger fleet size is reflected in the depreciation charged
to profit. A second impact of maintenance is the affect upon delays, airplane
substitutions and flight cancellations. At times the result of these unantic-
ipated events is to reduce utilization; and, at other times the same daily
utilization may be maintained. The gross utilization effect reduced the
fleet utilization by some nine percent to the 7.6 hours per day used in the __
projected financial results. The DOCs presented in this section and the ROIs
are based upon 2500 hours utilization, or 6.85 hours per day. The Chicago
region financial analysis uses the 7.6 hours per day utilization, 2774 hours
per year, obtained as a result of the schedule and maintenance analysis.
4.2.1.1.1.9 Depreciation schedule. - The depreciation schedule was assumed
to be 12 years to zero residual.
4.2.1.1.2 Direct operating costs of phase I airplanes. - Phase I direct
operating costs for the design mission are shown in Figure 4-11. The various
lift concepts and short-haul mechanical flap airplanes are presented separately,
first the EBF, then the AW, the MF, the USB, and finally the advanced CTOL
airplanes. The three airplanes with General Electric engines are plotted
to overlay the Allison powered airplanes for both the EBF and AW lift concepts.
A tabulation of Phase I direct, indirect and total operating costs is presented
later in Section 4.2.1.2.5 as Table IV-17.
4.2.1.1.3 Phase II direct operating costs. - Application of the Phase II






























































comparative direct operating cost estimates for the nine Phase II systems
analys is airplanes. The breakdown by direct operating cost element for the
design point miss ion is shown in Table IV-11. These results are readily
translatable into cost per block hour , cost per a i rp lane-mi le or airplane-
kilometer (dollars) and cost per avai lable seat-mile or seat-kilometer (cents)
as shown in the lower part of the table.
A 2000-ft (610 m) f ie ld length design increases the DOC per airplane-
m i l e or a i rp lane-ki lometer by about 19 percent compared to the 3000-ft (914 m)
design, w h i l e a 4000-ft (1,219 m) f i e ld length design reduces cost per airplane-
m i l e ( -km) by about 13 percent, Figure 4-12. The advanced CTOL a i rp lane has
about the same cost per a i rplane-mile (-km) as the 4000-ft (1,219 m) mechanical
f l ap a i rp lane - pr imari ly the result of the h igher maneuver times associated
with congested CTOL operations. The 13-minute increase in total maneuver
time attributed to CTOL essentially negates its faster cruise speed advantage.
W i t h i n the 3000-ft (914 m) design group, the 100-passenger EBF a i rp lane has
a 22 percent higher cost per avai lable seat-mile (seat-km) than its 150-
passenger counterpart whi le the 200-passenger EBF a i rp lane costs about 10
percent less on the same basis. (See Figure 4-13).
4.2.1.1.4 Direct operating cost sensitivity. - The direct operating cost
sensitivity to f i e ld length is better described by Figure 4-14. Over the
f i e ld length spectrum of 2000 to 4000 ft (610 to 1,219 m), DOC's as measured
by cost per ava i l ab le seat-mile or seat-kilometer at the 575 st. mi. (926-km)
design mission drop from about 2.5<£/assm (1.56<£/askm) to about 1.8<J:/assm
(1 . l<£ /a skm) or about 28 percent. Obviously, these would continue to decline
at a decreasing rate unt i l the STOL maneuver time assumptions no longer hold
as indicated by the break in the DOC curve.
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At some f i e ld length CTOL maneuver time assumptions are necessary
to sustain frequency operations. At that point a new DOC envelope begins
which declines wi th increasing f i e ld length and which passes through the
advanced CTOL DOC points shown. Shorter stage lengths yield DOC curves
approximately paral lel to the design point DOC curve. The 200-st. mi.
(322-km) stage length, about 35 percent of the design miss ion , produces
a DOC about 50 percent greater than the stage length of the design point
miss ion.
The sensit ivity to the primary design, procedural, and pr ic ing
var ia t ions is shown in Figure 4-15. As STOL systems mature and successful
operating experience accumulates the h u l l insurance rate should approach the
nominal one-percent level representative of many operations. This change
would reduce the systems analysis E150.3000 direct operating cost per block
hour by about $44 or 3.5 percent as shown in Figure 4-15. The largest impact
would probably be noticed in the depreciation, as a result of varying u t i l i za-
tion rates. The f igure is based upon 2500 hours per year or about 6 2/3 hours
per day. At schedule - derived "friction-free" u t i l i z a t i ons , the DOC's could
drop by $50 per block hour or four percent. I n i t i a l price var ia t ions on the
order of $1 m i l l i o n produce a four-percent change in DOC, the same change as
produced by a total maintenance variat ion of 10 percent. The sensitivity to
SFC is less; a 16 percent var ia t ion in SFC results in a two-percent change in
direct operating cost.
4.2.1.1.5 Comparison'of phase I and phase II DQC's . - Phase I adopted a
STOL strategy point of a 300 airplane run and 20 percent profit . In Phase II
this was changed to 400 airplanes and 10 percent profit . The total maneuver
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changes and the differences in design criteria between the parametric and
systems analysis airplanes resulted in a direct operating cost reduction of
about 13 percent, as follows:
DOC, (fc/assm U/askm)
Phase I Phase II
E150.2000 2.84 (1.76) 2.48 (1.54)
E100.3000 2.96 (1.84) 2.55 (1.58)
E200.3000 2.14 (1.33) 1.87 (1.16)
4.2.1.1.6 Baseline systems analysis and final design direct operating cost.
The smaller E150.3000 final design airplane provides a reduction in direct
operating cost over all ranges. At the 575-st. mi. (926-km) design point
its direct operating cost is $149 per cycle or 8.2 percent less than the
cost per cycle of the systems analysis design. The difference is spread
almost equally among flying operations, depreciation, and maintenance. In
turn, the cost per available seat-mile (seat-km) is reduced to 1.91<£/assm
(1.19<t/askm) as shown in Table IV-12.
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TABLE IV-12
El50.3000 PHASE II DIRECT OPERATING COST COMPARISON'









































































aAt 575-st.mi. (926-km) design range, 2500 block hours annual
utilization.
Baseline for Phase II economic analyses.
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4.2.1.2 Indirect Operating Costs (Reference 9)
4.2.1.2.1 Indirect operating cost model. - The indirect operating cost model
used in this study is based on the past efforts of Boeinq, Douglas and
Lockheed to develop a standard method of computing IOCS. This combined
effort is documented in Reference 10. The method predicts the cost for ten
indirect activities by relating historical airline indirect costs to certain
operational parameters. The activities and parameters used in predicting the
costs are reported in Appendix 7.3 of this reoort. The related factors and
constants are contained in Appendix 7.4. The factors K-, through K-JQ were
derived from the indirect expense summary submitted annually to the Civil
Aeronautics Board by each of the carriers. A breakdown of the IOC elements
are given in Table IV-13.
4.2.1.2.2 Modifications to IOC Cost Model. - Factors based on the cost data
from the domestic trunk carriers were not completely applicable to this
study because of the unique operational characteristics and assumptions made
for the STOL system. During Phase I several modifications were made to the
constants in the IOC equations. System expense estimates were reduced by
about 25 percent because it is anticipated the STOL system would use only
one airplane type. When the number of.airplane models are reduced the cost
of maintaining ground property and equipment would be reduced. Airnlane
control cost was reduced by 20 percent because the regional STOL systems
could use a centralized organization for the flight planning, crew scheduling
and meteorology functions. Passenger ground service costs were reduced by
35 percent. The lower constants based on Pacific Southwest Airlines (PSA)
experience represent an efficient short-haul service level rather than the
110
Table IV-13
INDIRECT OPERATING COST CATEGORIES
Item I. System Expense
o Direct maintenance, ground property and equipment
o Maintenance burden, ground property and equipment
o Depreciation, ground property and equipment
Item II. Local Expense
o Airplane handling costs
o Landing fees
o Other airplane servicing
o Direct maintenance, ground property and equipment
o Depreciation, ground property and equipment
o Maintenance burden, ground property and equinment
o Servicing and administration
Item III. Airplane Control Expense
Item IV. Cabin Attendant Expense
Item V. Food and Beverage Expense
Item VI. Passenger Ground Service
o Passenger handling expense
o Reservations and sales, except commissions
Item VII Cargo Handling Expense
Item VIII Other Passenger Expense
o Other passenger service
o Passenger commissions
o Advertising and publicity, passenger allocation
Item IX Other Cargo Expense
o Freight commissions
o Freight allocations
Item X. General and Administrative Expense
111
more extensive service provided trunk passengers. A comparison with the
base values are shown on Table IV-14.
During Phase II an extensive review of the Phase I indirect
formulation was undertaken. Inspection of the operating results of short-
haul carriers (Allegheny, Air California and PSA) did not provide conclusive
evidence to substantiate further reductions of IOC estimates. Therefore,
the Phase I method was used without further changes throughout Phase II.
The lOCs for the Phase I and Phase II airplanes are displayed in Tables
IV-15 and IV-16.
On balance, the IOC estimates appear to be conservative projections
of regional STOL expense after the regional systems have matured. During
the early years the estimates may be a little optimistic because lower
traffic levels would not fully absorb certain expenses, viz the cost of
promotional and general management activities.
112
Table IV-14
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4.2.1.2.3 Direct and indirect operating expense. - The shapes of the direct
and indirect operating cost curves, while similar, are conditioned by the
relation of the stage length variable cost coefficient. The direct operating
cost function has positive stage length coefficients in the equation for each
element - Figure 4-16. The indirect operating cost function has zero valued
stage length coefficients in four of the ten subsidiary equations. Therefore,
the trend of the indirect operating cost function is steeper than the trend
of the direct operating function. As discussed later, this has an important
effect on the development of nondiscriminatory ticket price versus stage
length fare structures.
The comparison is even more striking when considering the indirect
to direct operating cost ratio as a function of stage length, Figure 4-17.
Here the ratio varies from 1.16 at 115 st. mi. (185 km) to .63 at 575 st. mi.
(926 km), the design range - a variation of almost 50 percent. Maintaining
a network stage length balance during a regional STOL system's early evolution
is necessary for financial stability. This balance between short and long
stage length service is, therefore, an important airline management objective
during the formative years.
4.2.1.2.4 Indirect operating cost sensitivities. - The largest component of
indirect operating cost is passenger handling expense. This element and the
related elements of other passenger expense and baggage handling - cargo
handling is excluded - comprise almost 60 percent of total indirect operating
costs. These elements would be the critical indirect costs which must be
controlled to achieve financially successful STOL systems. For example, a
change of 10 percent in these elements increases indirect cost by about 5.5












































































































































































representative 575-st. mi. (926-km) stage length. In turn, this would reduce
operating profit by a little over 15 percent. The other major controllable
expenses are general and administrative expenses. All of these "controllable"
categories can roughly be measured by employee productivity - passengers per
employee. Good short haul operating results depend upon raising this per-
formance index to above 2000 as opposed to the less than 1000 value observed
for current trunk operators. Naturally, there is a balance between the
service offered and travellers' propensity to choose STOL flights. This may
be the most critical management variable in the STOL transportation industry.
4.2.1.2.5 Phase I and Phase II total operating costs. - The total operating
costs for 39 Phase I airplanes and the 9 Phase II systems analysis airplanes
are shown in Tables IV-17 and IV-18. These costs are the sum of the airplane
direct and indirect operating costs with the DOC and IOC components itemized
for each of the Phase II systems analysis designs.
4.2.1.2.6 Private/public sector financial interfaces. - Some of the airline
indirect operating costs are important direct revenue sources for the public
sector's local support of airline operations. The principle financial inter-
faces are property taxes on facilities, landing fees, and rents of publicly
owned aircraft and passenger facilities.
An estimate of the magnitude of these expenses was made using
References 10 and 63 as a basis. Landing fees over the 1964 to 1969 time
period amounted to 38 cents per passenger while passenger terminal leases
and rentals were estimated at 25 percent of passenger handling expenses or
57.5 cents per passenger. The long term expense growth between 1967 and 1972
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Over the same period load factors declined to 49.3 percent from 57.2 percent.
The joint effect of load factor declines and cost growth would increase total
indirect operating cost from $10.22 to $14.00 per passenger for domestic trunk
carriers. The landing fees, leases, and rentals would grow an equivalent
percentage to $1.30 per passenger, 9.3 percent of the 1972 trunk IOC average
of $14.00 per passenger, or 11.8 percent of the STOL IOC estimate of $11.00
per passenger presented in the summary.
4.2.1.2.7 Systems analysis and final design indirect operating costs. - While
the final design E150.3000 reduces the direct operating costs by about 8 per-
cent compared to its systems analysis predecessor, the change to indirect
operating costs is, as would be anticipated, much smaller. It amounts to
about 2.5 percent at the 575-st. mi. (926-km) design range. The indirect
operating cost changes at a very slow rate in response to changes in direct
operating cost because it is traffic sensitive rather than design sensitive.
The components of total operating cost at the design range for the systems
analysis and final design airplanes are as follows, in <£/assm (<£/askm):
DOC IOC TOC
Systems analysis airplane 2.08 (1.29) 1.33 (.83) 3.41 (2.12)
Final design airplane 1.91 (1.19) 1.30 (.81) 3.21 (2.00)
In terms of TOC, the E150.3000 final design is about 6% lower than that of the
systems analysis configuration. This relative difference remains at about
5-6%, even at shorter stage lengths. The two components of TOC for the Phase
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FIGURE 4-19. PHASE II SYSTEMS ANALYSIS AND FINAL DESIGN OPERATING COSTS
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4.2.2 Revenues
4.2.2.1 Phase I fare levels. - The Phase I studies were directed toward three
objectives: parametric analyses of candidate concepts, determination of STOL
passenger demand, and preliminary analyses of STOL regional systems. Since
return on investment was a primary guideline for concept selection a constant
fare structure was required for the analysis of all the candidates. In a
similar vein, the determination of the potential STOL market required the
use of a constant reference fare structure. The CAB jet coach fare structure,
Table IV-9 , in effect at that time provided the necessary constant reference
for both these purposes. Return on investment for the various candidates
could be ranked using this constant fare and the modal split analyses could
proceed parametrically using fare multiples of 1.00, 1.25, and 1.50 of the
aforementioned fare structure.
At the same time it was recognized that the regulatory agency or
agencies would look to operator performance in determining fare levels for
the STOL system. Accordingly for the preliminary regional analyses a cost
generated fare level of DOC + IOC + 10 percent + 8 percent federal tax was
used. This fare structure was competitive with the CAB fares and provided
some interesting rates of return. An alternative California intrastate fare
structure was examined which was considerably lower than either the cost
generated or CAB fare structures. The results showed that the intrastate
structure was too low to provide investment incentive at the service levels
and seating densities postulated. The total regional revenue used during




JET COACH FARE FORMULA FOR PHASE I OF STUDY
1. Coach Fare = $9.00 Station/Fixed Cost + Distance Cost
Distance Cost =
$0.06 per mile ($.037/km) for trips 500 miles (805 km) and under
$0.056 per mile ($.035/km) for trips 501 to 1000 miles (806-1609 km)
$0.052 per mile ($.032/km) for trips 1001 to 1500 miles (1610-2414 km)
$0.050 per mile ($.031/km) for trips 1501 to 2000 miles (2415-3219 km)
$0.043 per mile ($.03/km) for trips 2001 to 2500 miles (3220-4023 km)
2. Resulting dollars value rounded to nearest dollar
3. Apply federal tax of 8 percent and round up
4. Divide by 1.08 (federal tax)
5. Round to nearest cent
6. Multiply by 1.06 (new fare increase granted May 1971)
7. Multiply by 1.08 (federal tax)
8. Round to nearest dollar (ticket price with federal tax included)
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4.2.2.2 Phase II revenues. - Implementation of CAB Phase 7, Table IV-20,
current jet coach fare levels occurred during Phase II. At NASA direction
the Phase 7 fare structure was adopted for airplane design mission and
regional system studies. The Phase 7 fare structure yields about 9 percent
more per passenger mile than the initial fare structure. Prior to receipt
of the fare structure deviation several alternative fare structure formulations
were derived. Since these were directed toward a more comprehensive analysis
they are reported in Section 5.3 of this report. Of particular significance
is the similarity of the CAB Phase 7 structure and the cash operating cost
based fare structure for stage lengths up to about 200 st. mi. (320 km). At
longer stage lengths sharp convergence (See Figure 7-1) of the fare structures
was observed.
The final regional system financial analyses during Phase II used
the CAB Phase 7 fare structure plus a $0.375 increment per passenger for
beverage sales. The $0.375 was derived from a unit price of $1.50 per drink.
About 25 percent of the passengers purchase beverages during stage lengths
similar to the regional STOL networks. Since short turnaround times militate
against belly pit cargo and mail carriage, potential receipts and costs from
this source were excluded from both the revenue and cost estimates. There
exists, therefore, an opportunity for the STOL regional operators to increase
net revenue by operating low passenger load factor/high cargo load factor
operations during off peak hours. Evaluation of these short haul mixed and
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4.2.3 Return on Investment
4.2.3.1 Phase I. - Phase I ROIs were calculated us ing the discounted cash
f low method and the CAB fare structure in effect at that time (Table IV-19) .
This fare structure is referenced because it is relatively close to the Phase
7 fare structure, the difference being about 6 percent at 575 st. mi. (926 k m ) .
The data in Table IV-21 depict the ROIs calculated us ing the discounted cash
f low method over the entire 12-year l i f e , operating at the design range of
575 st. mi. (926 k m ) , u n f i n a n c e d (exc lud ing debt f i nanc ing and interest) and
wi th ticket purchases as the only source of revenue. The results clearly
show that the 50- and 100-passenger airplanes are too small to be profitable
in the 1985 market.
4.2.3.2 Phase II. - In this phase the higher CAB fare structure (Phase 7)
was used at the request of the NASA and the ROI data calculated for both the
design-range stage length and for the six regional networks. The data for
the n ine systems analysis a i rplanes are presented in Table IV-22. A compar-
ison of Phase I and Phase II a i rplanes shows that the Phase II systems analysis
design rules have improved the ROIs at the design miss ion of 575 st. mi. (926














Both the Phase I and Phase II ROIs were calculated on an incremental
a i rp lane basis. The load factors and operating cost structures are typical of
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The procedures and computer programs which are used by Douglas on
a routine basis for its customer air l ines were applied to the STOL study.
Return on investment was an important measure in the system evaluation and
selection process. ROI analyses based on the discounted cash flow method
involved a three-step process: (1) an investment base was estimated for
each situation in which a configuration was evaluated; (2) the cash flow
generated by the STOL operation for the selected situation was determined
by establ ishing the economic l i fe of the airplane and forecasting annual
revenue and cost; and (3) ROI was determined by establishing the interest
rate which equates all future cash flows with the value of the in i t i a l
investment. Douglas uti l ized its computer program G9AC and N5AC for
deriving ROI.
The return on investment model focuses on an airplane as an invest-
ment increment, and determines the projected average annual rate of return
identifying the investment base in current dollars which represents the
total cost per airplane, inc lud ing such elements as a i rplane price, price
of spares and ground support equipment; start-up costs, and capitalized
interest resulting from the operator making predelivery payments. To derive
the ROI, all future cash flows accruing to the aircraft were discounted at
whatever interest rate that equates these flows with the investment base.
4.2.3.3 Baseline systems analysis and f ina l design ROIs. - Ref in ing the
E150.3000 design to incorporate new acoustic and other design criteria has
a major influence on the calculated ROIs for the baseline E150.3000 airplane
in the six regions and at the design range. Figure 4-20 compares the results
on a region for region basis. Geometric analysis of the two data sets shows
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FIGURE 4-20. SYSTEMS ANALYSIS AND FINAL DESIGN ROI'S
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at all segment lengths by approximately three and three-quarters percent
before consideration of the fare d i l u t i o n factor developed in the next section.
4.2.4 Finance
4.2.4.1 Chicago region system context
4.2.4.1.1 Background. - Service in the Chicago region STOL system was
assumed to begin wi th a fleet of 19 E150.3000 a i rp lanes del ivered over the
f irst year. The route structure would grow over the next six years reaching
maturi ty in the seventh year of operation. The i n i t i a l fleet wou ld increase
from 19 to 38 a i rplanes i n c l u d i n g approximately three airplanes for maintenance
purposes. Operations in this region would be conducted by an autonomous sub-
sidiary of an exist ing commercial a i r l ine . The postulated separate organiza-
t ional entity was assumed to provide an organization dedicated to prof i tab le
STOL operations over short route segments. In i t ia l f inancing would be provided
by the parent company.
4.2.4.1.2 Ini t ia l f inancia l parameters. - Chicago region operations and
f i n a n c i a l results are traced over the f i rs t 10 years, 5/6 of the l i f e of
the f irst group of STOL airplanes delivered. This "p lann ing horizon" was
chosen to avoid the issues of second generation STOL a i rp lane selection and
introduction. The primary analysis focused upon a feasible f inanc ia l struc-
ture based on a combined long term debt and equity-to-operating assets ratio
of 1.14, $220 m i l l i o n equity and $330 m i l l i o n long term debt versus $482.9
m i l l i o n of operat ing assets - a i rp l ane , spares, ground equipment and fac i l i t i e s .
The in i t i a l debt/equity ratio was 1.5. This changed through time as early
losses are compensated by later profits. The i n i t i a l interest rate of 8.5%
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was chosen to be representative of long term interest rates for pioneer ing
operations in the a i r l ine industry. The f inancial results were s imula ted
without debt retirement although partial retirement can be observed by
examining a i r l ine operating history. Nevertheless in the real world absolute
levels tend to remain constant, or increase, as operations are expanded with
new routes and airplane types. What actually happens is that older issues
often are refinanced as they become due thereby m a i n t a i n i n g the absolute
debt level .
4.2.4.1.3 In i t i a l operating parameters. - The revenue computations for the
detailed analysis were based on the CAB Phase 7 fares wi thou t yield d i l u t i o n
to s i m p l i f y the problem. However load factors were matured wi th route
development. .The airplanes operate over a 12 city-pair network achieving
a 7.6 hour per day u t i l i za t ion after an analysis of maintenance requirements
and maintenance (not weather) caused f l i gh t cancellat ions. The Chicago
network and STOL maneuver time estimates provide an average block speed
of 353 mph (568 km/hour) over the 319 st. mi. (513 km) average stage length.
The average stage length provides a direct operating cost (DOC) of $3.35 per
airplane-st. mi. ($2.08 per airplane-kilometer).
4.2.4.1.4 Method of analysis. - The results of operating based on these
in i t i a l parameters were simulated using the Douglas A i r l i ne Simulat ion
Program, Appendix 7.5. The program was applied using a 12-year straight
l ine depreciation period for f inanc ia l results and double decl ining balance
depreciation for seven years with a five percent residual for income tax
determination. Predelivery payments of 30% of the airplane price are spread
over a 21-month period from order placement to three months before delivery.
The imputed interest on such payments is amortized. The present investment
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tax credit provision has not been used implying a 48 percent income tax rate
over the init ial 10 years of operations. In order to confine the simulat ion
to a i rplane operations the excess cash, above that required for operations,
has not been reinvested.
4.2.4.1.5 Perturbations. - After the pro forma f inancia l results have been
presented and discussed two major variations in the parameters w i l l be
presented. It is recognized that the $550 m i l l i o n capital structure is
much larger than would really be necessary, and that the no-d i lu t ion assump-
tion generates overly opt imis t ic results. Addit ional data is presented
covering a $300 mi l l i on capitalization - 13 percent yield dilut ion case.
4.2.4.2 Pro forma results
4.2.4.2.1 Introductory phase load factors. - During the early years the
load factors of the regional STOL systems would be determined by the market
maturation rates of the i n d i v i d u a l routes and the abi l i ty of the respective
managements to develop the market. As the systems mature, load factors would
approach the factors determined by the market analysis. W h i l e precise esti-
mates of these early transient load factors are necessarily imprecise the
operating experience of other air l ines can be used to make some approximate
estimates.
The information in Reference 61 suggests an 18-month period from
the inception of service along a new route unti l the ultimate load factor is
achieved. Dur ing the sixth month of new route service a 50 percent load
factor can be expected. A l inear load factor relation for the Chicago Region
provides an in i t i a l route value of 43 percent increasing to 60.7 percent in
18 months. A distributed a i rplane delivery schedule na tura l ly leads to a
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distributed route development process. During the initial period, some routes
are mature while others are still new. As additional airplanes are added to
the fleet, new routes would be added making the fleet average load factor
vary with time increasing until the fleet level is fairly well saturated
and then dropping as additional frequencies and routes are added to utilize
the expanding fleet.
Application of the load factor growth relation and the fleet growth
distribution patterns to the Chicago Region is shown in Figure 4-21.
4.2.4.2.2 Operating costs during the initial years. - Direct operating costs
as expressed by the modified ATA method would be little affected during the
early period. The major impact during the early years probably would be seen
in higher than normal delay and cancellation rates and therefore in reduced
revenue and higher maintenance cost per block hour. The magnitude and dura-
tion of these transients depend upon a number of factors, mostly undocumented.
On the other hand, the early indirect operating cost picture is far
less random. There are significant fixed indirect operating costs incurred
in anticipation of system growth. For example, airline general office staff
should grow at a much lower rate than revenue because the corporate offices
and their cadre staffs are required at the very outset of operations. As
the scale of operations grows the indirect costs which at first were under-
absorbed would approach the steady state levels predicted by the indirect
operating cost equations, Appendix 7.3. Access to detailed accounts (Air
California) during this study provided a breakdown of fixed and variable
cost which may be used to estimate the magnitude of deviation from the ultimate
cost levels as a function of time. Naturally the indirect cost adjustment is























































million, during the first years of operation to $339.5 million during the
10th year. At that point the system would be carrying 10.5 million passengers
per year, Table IV-23. The direct operating expenses increase from $23 million
during the first year, when an average of 9.5 airplanes were operating, to a
level of $92.9 million in the sixth year. Depreciation increases as the fleet
expands to 38 aircraft during the first five years. Indirect costs increase
with systems development but at a slower rate. The combination of increasing
load factors, expanding routes and system maturation lead to a steady improve-
ment in operating income from a negative $2.5 million to a plateau of about
$98 million in the seventh year. Interest expense is constant over the
period because the long term debt was assumed to be refinanced at or before
maturity. Accelerated depreciation shelters operating profits and conserves
cash flow during the formative years rising to $34 million per annum in the
9th year. The non-perturbed simulation forecasts very optimistic profit
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4.2.4.2.4 Sources and applications of funds. - Inherent in Table IV-24 are
the excess capitalization assumption and undiluted yield figures used in the
non-perturbed analysis. At no time is the operating entity even forced to
consider short term borrowings. All major cash requirements for the acqui-
sition of operating assets in the first, third, and fifth years are adequately
covered by the initial capitalization structure of $550 million. Even the
progressively-increasing equity capital charges by the parent company, from
three percent in the first.two years to seven percent in the last two years,
occasion no working capital shortage, Table IV-24.
4.2.4.2.5 Balance sheet. - The cumulative affect of the simulated operations
is most clearly illustrated by tracing the cash-and-equivalents account and
the retained earnings account across the 10-year period, Table IV-25. Depre-
ciation contributes 266.8 million, most of which has been converted into cash
and other equivalents plus short-term government securities. Accumulated
retained earnings, after dividend payments to the parent of $110 million,
rise to over $111 million.
4.2.4.2.6 Operating ratios. - Several results are particularly significant
in the subsequent comparison of the non-perturbed and perturbed results. The
breakeven load factor, the return-on-investment ratio approximating the CAB
short form, and the return on stockholders equity are computed in the conven-
tional way. The latter two financial ratios are based on annual data as is
usually presented by investment services rather than in discounted cash flow
terms, Figure 4-22. (The lOth-year return on investment is extrapolated
from the calculated data because the program miscalculates the result when
the run is terminated before the 15-year capability of the program.) The
data presented here will also be displayed in the next section and compared
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FIGURE 4-22. SELECTED OPERATING AND FINANCIAL RATIOS
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4.2.4.3 Chicago region revision
4.2.4.3.1 Initial financial and operating parameters. - The results reported
earlier used a capital base of $550 million - $220 million equity and $330
million debt and a yield dilution factor of 1.00, i.e. no yield dilution due
to promotional fares.
4.2.4.3.2 Available cash and net profits. - The available cash estimates
for the earlier case suggested that the operating entity was overcapitalized.
Accordingly additional runs were made with initial capitalizations of $250
million and $300 million. The $300 million (.62 capitalization-to-operating
assets ratio) case was chosen because it provides a minimum current asset to
estimated 30 day liabilities ratio of .5 occurring at the end of 1984. Even
this ratio probably dictates sporadic short term financing until well into
1985 when the available cash jumps from $13 to $68 million, Figure 4-23.
The aggregate net profits for this case build to the $19.5 million
level providing a net profit to revenue ratio of 6.6 percent, as opposed to
almost 11 percent for the pro forma case. Even the lower result would be a
stellar performance in the short haul market.
The total effect of the revised calculations is to reduce profits
to a more realistic level and simultaneously to limit cash and equivalents
accumulation to levels which might be desired in anticipation of further
growth or reequipment requirements.
4.2.4.3.3 Operating and financial ratios. - The changes in the initial
capital and yield parameters do not materially affect annual ROIs or returns
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been sharply reduced by the d i l u t i o n parameter, the compensating adjustment
in in i t i a l capital has main ta ined the levels of these ratios. However, a
material change is observed in the breakeven load factor, Figure 4-24. The
5-percent increase, in absolute terms, to 53 percent raises operating r isk.
Ordinar i ly breakeven load factors in the 45 to 50 percent range are desired.
The h igher f igure is directly dependent upon the d i lu t ion factor. This 13
percent was calculated from recent (1971) short-haul operat ing results and
may or may not be representative of longer-term trends. Nevertheless the
13 percent appears to be consistent with the overall domestic y ie ld d i lu t ion
pattern.
4.2.4.3.4 Viab i 1 ity criten'on. - The long-run v i ab i l i t y of a proposed
project cannot be determined by any single measure. Over the long run
a project must have suff ic ient returns to equity to either induce the
investment and/or to mainta in it once it has been made. The determination
therefore must consider not only the desired return and alternative projects
but also the premium returns for accepting risk.
The discounted cash flow method as appl ied here adequately depicts
the relative worth of alternative airplane designs but fa i l s to consider
al ternative non-aircraft opportunit ies and risk. As such it cannot dis-
criminate, per se, between v iable and non-viable projects. The CAB has
established a 12.35 percent annual return on investment as sort of an upper
l i m i t goal for ratemaking. The 12.35 percent presumably (by f ia t ) reflects
the risks and alternatives ava i lab le to a i r l ine growth capital . Projects
which f a l l s ignif icant ly below, say below 50 to 60 percent, of the 12.35
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Consideration of the Chicago region annual results permits dis-
crimination between v iab le and not v iab le projects. The E150.3000 systems
analysis a i rp lane had a discounted cash f low ROI of 20.3 percent ignor ing
fare d i l u t i o n . The d i lu ted Chicago results show a 10.4 percent annual ROI
or a 12.54 percent return on stockholders equity. (The latter reflects the
leverage exerted by the interest on long term debt - 8.5 percent). On the
other hand , suppose the CAB goal of 12.35 percent is realized. This wou ld
increase net operating income by 20 percent, i.e. 12.35/10.4. After debt
service this would provide almost 17 percent return on stockholders equity.
4.2.5 Subsidy
4.2.5.1 The role of subsidy. - Governmental subsidies traditionally have
been used to either encourage the development of new industries or to tem-
porarily support existing industries which are vital to the functioning of
the economy. There is an important distinction. The first is the result of
deliberate public policy while the second is a reaction to the occurrence of
unforeseen circumstances. Since the financial forecasts show STOL transpor-
tation to be viable at the Phase 7 fare levels, subsidies would only be
necessary to induce investment in STOL transportation systems.
4.2.5.2 Investment incentive threshold. - Large investments in innovative
private sector enterprises usually are undertaken with the hope of greater
profits than might be realized by more conservative investments. The question
here is, "Are the projected rates of return large enough to attract private
capital in the absence of early subsidy?" Stated more concretely, "Can a
conservative 12 percent discounted cash flow, based on the revised analysis,
attract the necessary capital in view of less favorable results during the
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first f ive years?" Since U. S. indust r ia l annual return on investment is in
the neighborhood of 20 percent pretax, 12 percent after tax, there i sn ' t a
clear incent ive reward to induce a i r l i ne investment in STOL systems. On the
other hand the ROI results could range between 12 percent and the 20 percent
result obtained at zero d i lu t ion and a constant 60.7-percent load factor.
Since each a i r l ine has its own return on investment threshold, there is no
sharp criteria for determining whether or not the upper ROI is s ign i f i can t ly
better than alternative opportunities.
4.2.5.3 Inducing STOL investment. - Under these conditions, the required
investments would be forthcoming under only three sets of circumstances. In
the f irst case, an overwhelming p u b l i c reaction against the noise nuisance
of existing air l ine operating practices would force the investment by enacting
legislat ion to abate the nuisance. In the second case, subsidy payments
dur ing the early years could reduce the risk suf f ic ien t ly to induce the
necessary investment. In the third case, the investments might be undertaken
defensively to bar the entry of new operators.
The first set of circumstances could well arise. The history of
p u b l i c agitation provides no indicat ion of the extent or persistence of p u b l i c
opposition to near airport nuisance. There is now, to be sure, a s ign i f i can t
publ ic reaction primarily demanding noise abatement. Whether or not the noise
abatement programs presently under way w i l l ameliorate the p u b l i c ' s agitation
cannot be foreseen wi th any certainty. Further, there is no assurance that
a more favorable climate once attained would, indeed, persist.
The l ikel ihood of the third case emerging as a pattern seems smal l .
The magnitude of the requisite investment and the necessary degree of private
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and governmental cooperation probably effectively preclude this situation as
a real impetus.
On balance, it appears that an effective STOL implementation policy
might require subsidies over a portion of the first five years of operation.
4.2.5.4 Subsidy estimates. - With 13 percent yield dilution, the Chicago
region generates $5.602 million after tax profit over the first five years.
The (reduced) $300 million initial capitalization represents $120 million of
equity and $180 million of long term equity. A ten-percent return on equity
over the first five operating years would provide a very significant improve-
ment in discounted cash flow ROI. The same ten-percent would provide roughly
a $60-million profit goal. This suggests a subsidy on the order of $50 million
spread over several operating years would be more than sufficient for the
Chicago region. Further speculation suggests a maximum national subsidy on
the order of $60 million per year might be required to implement regional
STOL systems in all except the California region. The exact amount would
depend upon management ability, the market nature of the individual regions
and routes, and the investment thresholds of the various potential parents.
The California region is discussed separately in Section 4.5.
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4.2.6 Airline Organization Structure - A pivotal consideration to the imple-
mentation of a new STOL airline is its organization and management structure.
This is evident from an examination of the passenger/employee productivity
ratios of the domestic trunks, regional carriers and other carriers such as
the two California operators- Pacific Southwest Airlines (PSA) and Air
California. The NASA RFP does not constrain or limit the study to integrating
the STOL airplanes into a mixed fleet with an existing carrier. On the con-
trary, the RFP explicity encourages consideration of a separate airline and
corporate accounting system. This would imply development of an organization
that is unburdened by allocations from a system that is operated within a
rigid framework of established precedent, habits, institutional constraints
and operators not geared specifically to short-haul systems. An example of
this is the ability of two short-haul operators in the California market to
perform profitably at fares about 50 percent of the CAB jet coach formula and
without subsidy.
From a practical standpoint, the complexities of large STOL regional
systems necessarily imply the need for specific knowledge and understanding
and experienced management and operating personnel. These prerequisites can
best be attained by operating the regional STOL systems by autonomous subsi-
diaries (or divisions) of existing major airlines. The autonomous function
is therefore a separate profit center with full accountability and responsi-
bility with commensurate authority.
A functional organization of such an airline structure is shown in
Figure 4-25. This structure models work elements into management categories
or levels that represent a workable and effective organization. Such organ-
























































































































































































































employees that comprise such an organization is developed from the assumption
that the operation is typical of airlines exhibiting a productivity index of
1600 to 2500 passengers per employee. This assumption is based on the 1971
data given in Table IV-26 for enplaned passengers and numbers of employees
for the category of airlines grouped as "other". Using this as a basis.it is
expected that the head count for the baseline airplane in the Chicago Region
would be about 4,200 employees.
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TABLE IV-26
COMPARISON OF PASSENGERS AND EMPLOYEES












































































































4.3 Total System Costs
The immediately preceding sections have developed the economics of
the STOL and short-haul airplanes considered in this study with primary
emphasis upon the airplanes themselves and the Chicago region. Development
of a comprehensive overview requires treatment of the other five individual
regions as operating entities and where pertinent the influence of foreign
markets. The six regional operations have been structured to provide STOL
service along the medium and high density 1985 short haul routes. The joint
influence of the market, technology, economics and collateral environmental
criteria lead to an operational concept of a distributed peripheral STOL
system rather than a more diffuse point to point system. The STOL systems
utilize relatively large, and efficient, STOL airplanes operating at moderate
frequencies along major paths connecting the general peripheral sectors of
two cities. This concept minimizes the need for new facilities by utilizing
upgraded existing facilities. Therefore, the investment of the various
governmental entities, both federal and local, has been minimized.
The national data required to translate the investments, operating
costs and revenues into an integrated appraisal of national impact requires
separate forecasts for each of the regions. These forecasts focus first
upon the public sector, then upon the airlines themselves and finally upon
the major durable goods industries, construction and aerospace. The
governmental requirements were developed by the system analysis task, the
individual regions by the market analysis, and the aerospace industry from
the designs produced by the aircraft task.
These all contribute to the complex flow of resources required to
implement STOL technology based on the E150.3000 airplane. These flows of
157
resources can be viewed as transactions among the various sectors expressed
in 1972 economics. The aggregate results are termed gross transaction rather
than total system cost to emphasize the many sided nature of the economic
impact of STOL transportation.
4.3.1 Public sector
4.3.1.1 Investments. - Public investments provide additional airport facil-
ities and air traffic control capability. Construction of runways, taxiways
and gates and aprons are cost shared between the various local communities
and the federal government on a 50/50 basis. Terminal buildings and parking
are sole responsibility of local authority while the federal government funds
the expansion of the air traffic control system.
Since the facilities at each individual airport within the six
regional STOL systems varies, the requirements are unique to each individual
airport. Hence, a convenient cost index such as facilities per airplane for
each region varies widely. For example, the total public investment required
for STOL implementation in the Chicago region is $61.8 million, Table IV-27,
or about 14 percent of the cost of the 38 airplanes; the comparable figures
for the California region are $86.5 million or almost 15 percent of the total
cost of its 52 airplanes, Table IV-28. The lowest relative local investment
requirement occurs in the Northeast 6.5 percent, Table IV-29, while the high-
est is associated with the California region. The highest relative Federal
investments per airplane are required for the Northwest region, Table IV-30,
and the Southern region, Table IV-31. Each of the regions is sensitive to
the availability and present condition of the individual airports within the
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representative government/airplane asset ratio for this area is 12.4 percent,
with a 55/45 division between the local and federal governments. Almost two-
thirds of the latter represents additional air traffic control requirements.
Implementation of the six region STOL system requires government
outlays of $357 million, based upon 1972 economics. The bulk, 57 percent,
is local airport facilities while only about 28 percent is required to pur-
chase and install air traffic control equipment and centers, Table IV-33.
4.3.1.2 Operating costs. - The facilities must be operated over the term of
the planning horizon, 10 years. The local governments are responsible for
the operation and maintenance of airport facilities and buildings including
joint federal/local projects. The federal government through the FAA is
responsible for the operation and maintenance of the air traffic control
system.
Annual airport maintenance costs include the operation and main-
tenance of both the locally financed and federally assisted projects. The
annual costs were assumed at 25 percent per annum. The operating costs for
the incremental portions of the air traffic control system were projected at
16 percent per annum based on Department of Transportation, Office of the
Assistant Secretary for Policy and International Affairs data.
4.3.1.3 Revenues. - Four major revenue streams are apparent from the inter-
sector resource flows: (1) Corporate federal income taxes on airline profits,
(2) The eight-percent ticket tax collected from the general public, (3) Local
governments share of parking fees and concessions, and (4) local governments
share of landing fees and building leases. The first item is calculated at














































































































































































































































































































rate, the third at an assumed $1.25 per passenger per year and the fourth
at 13 percent of indirect operating cost in Section 4.2.1.2.6. The park ing
fee and concession receipts estimates considered the nature of the short-haul
travel market i nc lud ing both passenger per car characteristics and trip
duration.
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4.3.2 The a i r l i ne industry
4.3.2.1 Opera t ing assets. - Each of the six regional operators requires
a i rp l anes , ground support equipment , spares, maintenance hangars , shops and
shop equipment collectively cal led operating assets. Regional a i rp l ane
investments were computed as the product of the airplane un i t price $11.323
and the regional airplane fleet. The equipment and faci l i t ies costs for each
regional a i r l i n e are presented in Tables IV-34 to IV-39. Careful inspect ion
of these data show the in f luence of the s imula t ion in de termining maintenance
requirements. For example the Chicago region requires 3 maintenance bases,
one f u l l and two l imi ted capabi l i ty locations, the C a l i f o r n i a region four,
the Northeast three, the Northwest one, the Southeast three, and the Southern
region four maintenance bases. Ground support equipment requirements also
are directly related to the city pair network of each region.
Spares requirements were based upon the ratio of i n i t i a l spares to
a i rp lane costs as a func t ion of the fleet size. Commercial p rov i s ion ing
experience and modern inventory models def in i te ly es tabl ish that the ratio
decreases at a decreasing rate as a funct ion of fleet size, Table IV-10. The
requirements for maintenance fac i l i t i es and equipment was developed from
maintenance analyses s i m u l a t i n g the system maintenance infrastructure required
to support f u l l scale operations. The results of these s imu la t ions are
separately reported in Volume VI.
The total operating asset requirements are summarized by region and
asset category in Table IV-40. Out of total a i r l ine assets of $2.991 b i l l i o n
only $55.8 m i l l i o n are provided by the construction industry. The remainder
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the asset source distribution is the autonomous operating division concept.
This necessarily implies that other assets must and would be provided by the
parent airlines to support the STOL subsidiaries. Among the assets are office
space and equipment, common training, passenger handling, and other equipments
required in the customary performance of passenger service.
4.3.2.2 Capital requirements. - The initial capitalization requirements
were scaled from the initial capital requirements rationale for the Chicago
region, Section 4.2.4.1.2. This rationale utilizes the 1.14 initial capital-
ization to operating asset ratio to provide working capital and reserves for
acquisition of the second and third lot deliveries, approximately 25 percent
each of total fleet requirements. (Subsequently the Chicago financial simu-
lation showed the 1.14 ratio was too high, and that for the Chicago region a
.625 ratio would be adequate based on cash requirements and generation.) The
allocation between debt and equity was calculated by the 1.5:1.0 initial debt
to equity ratio, Table IV-41.
Profits were scaled from a year by year analysis of the Chicago
region financial simulation results as reported in Sections 4.3.2.3 and
4,3.2.4. Interest was calculated at 8.5 percent per annum on the debt amount.
The debt refinancing concept was applied to hold the debt structure constant
over the first ten years of operations in anticipation of expansion and
second generation airplane procurement.
4.3.2.3 Operating revenues. - The operating revenues for all regions were
scaled from the Chicago region growth pattern described in Section 4.2.4.2.1.
This results in a ten-year operating revenue production equal to 7.74 years at
tenth year revenue level. Direct fare yields were held constant over the ten-
year period. Incidental revenues were estimated at $0.375 per passenger as
176
TABLE IV-41













































described in Section 4.2.2.2. The CAB Phase 7 fare structure provides a
different yield level for each regional system based upon the average stage
length as shown by Table IV-20. The division between federal ticket tax
receipts, eight percent, and airline ticket revenues produces $2.25 billion
revenue per annum by the tenth year. Incidentals add another $26 million,
Table IV-42.
4.3.2.4 Operating costs. - The annual operating costs were calculated from
the cost per available seat-mile (seat-kilometer) direct and indirect oper
ating cost data presented in Section 4.2.1.2.3. The regional direct and
indirect costs per assm (askm) are a function of the average stage lengths.
Total direct and indirect costs for the tenth year were then determined.
Tenth-year depreciation was calculated from the Chicago region results for
38 airplanes assuming industry wide uniform depreciation procedures. The
interest was calculated from the debt structure at 8.5 percent. The tenth
year cost accounts by region are presented in Table IV-43.
Straight line depreciation was used to determine accounting profits
and losses, but the accelerated double declining balance method was used to
compute corporate income taxes. The indirect operating costs per available
seat mile decline over the ten year operating period as described in the
Chicago Region Financial Analysis, Section 4.2.4.2.2. On the other hand
direct operating costs per available seat-mile (seat-kilometer) were held
constant. This may introduce a small favorable bias during the first few
years but the bias would not be significant over the ten-year period.
4.3.2.5 Operating results. - The forecasted tenth-year operating results
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length variation. Federal taxes were computed at 48 percent of net income
before taxes and dividends were calculated at seven percent of initial equity.
The comparative operating results for each of the six regions and the domestic
industry are displayed in Table IV-44. These were extended to cover the ten-
year period using the Chicago region total to tenth-year ratios based upon
the data of Section 4.2.4.2.3 and Table IV-23.
4.3.3 Construction industry. - The total construction industry contribution
by region includes private sector and local and federal facilities expenditures,
The aggregate impact is $307 million for the United States as a whole, Table
IV-45. The derivation of the individual components previously was described.
Aerospace manufacturing facilities and machine tool sales were deliberately
omitted. There is now (1973) and in the foreseeable future adequate aero-
space plant capacity to handle the likely programs through the 1980 to 1985
time period. Although machine tool sales will undoubtedly be significant
during the early development and production period, the size and technology
requirements of the STOL and short haul airplane designs of Phase I and II
do not dictate appreciable single purpose machine tool requirements. There-
fore machine tool requirements coincident with the commercial STOL program
would be a function of normal obsolescence and technological evolution rather
than an incremental impact of the commercial STOL program.
4.3.4 The aerospace industry
4.3.4.1 Aircraft sales. - The total acquisition price for 400 airplanes at
a ten percent profit is shown in Table IV-46. The R and D costs amount to
between 12 and 14 percent of the total airplane program. Propulsion costs,
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value with the advanced CTOL and the two mechanical flap designs lying at the
lower end of the range.
These figures for 400 airplanes include both domestic and foreign
sales. However the total value of the E150.3000 STOL program is almost 50
percent greater by the end of the first ten years of operation. The other
$2.1 billion is composed of initial and follow-on spares, ground support
equipment and the domestic air traffic control system.
4.3.4.2 Total program projection. - The total program value is presented in
Table IV-47. This shows the breakdown among the various aerospace industry
components - airframe, propulsion, and avionics, and the distribution between
initial investment and recurring supporting purchases. While the airframe
industry contributes about 60 percent of the early sales value, its share
of the follow-on expenditures drops to 23 percent. In part, this is the
result of major foreign purchases of airframe spares from their own sources.
During the early years, U. S. purchases probably would be the rule, but as
time progresses local procurement of the less expensive replacement parts
would become more important. Almost 60 percent of the follow-on business
would benefit the propulsion industry. In fact spares amount to 40 percent
of the program's value to the propulsion industry vis-a-vis 10 percent for
the airframe industry.
4.3.5 Gross transactions. - The earlier paragraphs of this duscussion have
developed the contributors to the major intra system transactions flow. The
interactions now can be illustrated showing the interactions. The top of
Figure 4-26 presents the transactions affecting the public sector, including
both federal and local components, while the lower portion shows the trans-
actions among private sector components.
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TABLE IV-47
DOMESTIC AEROSPACE INDUSTRY SALES

































































































































































































































































































































Federal outlays would be recovered about once a year while local
outlays would be recovered about once in five years in terms of the incre-
mental cost and revenues estimated here excluding terminal concessions. The
figure shows airline industry outlays on the order of $3.4 billion. The
retained earnings, dividends, and other assets generated by the operation
provide recovery about once every nine years.
The transactions shown here were converted into annual dollar
flows for subsequent processing by ,the econometric model. Since the econo-
metric model provides interaction estimates the primary input data required
was:
• Annual Government Investments
t Annual Airline Operations Data
Revenue Passenger Miles
Revenue
Domestic Purchases of Airplanes
Domestic Purchases of Spares
• Annual Aerospace Data
Domestic Airplanes and Other Equipment Sales





Semi Finished Products Bill
Durable Investments
The external effects of the E150.3000 program are presented in the next section.
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4.4 External Effects
4.4.1 Annual economic data. - The Douglas econometric model, a specialized
version of the Wharton econometric model, is used to examine the economy-wide
effects of various national policies. The effects are measured by comparing
the results of a baseline economic scenario against the results of a perturbed
scenario reflecting changes in various direct economic activities. The per-
turbed values are determined by revising the baseline annual economic data
to reflect the direct activity generated by a new policy, in this case the
implementation of the STOL regional system.
The data increments required to perform this analysis are illus-
trated in Table IV-48. The data perturbations begin approximately three and
one-half years prior to the completion of the first airline fiscal year to
account for the dynamic effects of the R and D program. Therefore only the
first seven and one-half years operation of the domestic STOL system could
be examined within the 10 year limit of the econometric model.
The model itself provides a simultaneous solution of a non-linear
set of econometric equations involving 451 variables. The outputs cover final
demand by sector, input output, and labor, wages and prices. The fundamental
assumption for this analysis was that the aerospace industry would be operating
below capacity and therefore the STOL program would not disturb supply/demand
equilibrium of aerospace resources. The results were interpreted as gross
changes to the gross national product in real terms, total employment, and
government revenues in current dollars, i.e. including the baseline scenario
price changes. The important limitation on the interpretation is the gross
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STOL program and the resulting system would be in addition to the baseline
scenario. In particular, the.assumption was STOL airplane sales would not
displace other sales and further that the domestic operation would not divert
any revenue from other existing transportation systems.
4.4.2 Projected impact. - During the early years of the STOL program the
government receipts forecasts showed a small negative impact. This resulted
from the channeling of industrial activity into investment reducing the
industrial value added and therefore profits. The additional personal
income tax yield would be offset by reduced corporate taxes reflecting
the early manufacturing losses. The primary driving econometric influence
is the aerospace wage bill. The external effects follow, in time, the
aerospace wage bill increments due to the STOL program. Figure 4-27 displays
the temporal distribution of the wage bill increments, government receipts
(in current or then year dollars), gross national product in constant dollars
and employment in thousands of jobs. The gross national product lags aerospace
employment by two or three years, total employment lags by four to five and
government receipts lag by four to five years. Large increases in total
employment and government receipts are more closely linked to STOL service
initiation than to aerospace manufacturing. Gross national product on the
other hand reflects the greater contribution of the manufacturing sector as
opposed to the service sector.
The STOL program value of $5.8 billion over the ten-year period
(out of a total of $6.6 billion over the first 10 years of airline operations)
and the subsequent airline operations increase real gross national product by
almost $25 billion, total employment by 1.75 billion man years, and government
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FIGURE 4-27. STOL PROGRAM EFFECTS UPON AEROSPACE WAGES, TOTAL
EMPLOYMENT, REAL GNP AND GOVERNMENT RECEIPTS
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normalize the distribution effects of a distributed investment per million
dollars invested in the STOL program are:
Real Gross National Product 2.8
Total Employment 197 Man Years
Government Receipts 3.34
The multipliers would have to be examined in the context of com-
petitive national investments in order to determine the worth of the STOL
program vis-a-vis other national transportation policy alternatives. The
effect on government receipts showed the federal government receiving almost
two-thirds of the generated receipts in the early years. As the STOL operating
system expands the state and local governments receive a larger and larger




4.5.1 CAB phase 7 versus intrastate fares. - The previous results are based
on CAB phase 7 fare levels. The question then arises, "How might STOL
operations be affected when forced to compete against carriers operating
under intrastate fare structures?" The California region provides an
instructive example. The intrastate fare structure is nominally about 51%
of the CAB phase 7 fares at the same segment lengths. Unless the regional
operator is permitted to meet intrastate fares on intrastate routes, load
factors surely would suffer. The resulting "malallocation" of resources may
not inevitably imply an operating loss but it would surely imply extensive
inefficiencies.
An investigation was undertaken to determine the amount of subsidy
required to hold projected return on equity levels or alternatively the
reduction in indirect operating costs which must be made to meet those profit
goals. Before considering the income statement itself it is necessary to
examine the incremental fare dilution which would result by meeting California
intrastate fares on intrastate routes.
4.5.2 Estimated incremental dilution. - The CAB Phase 7 fare for a 309-st. mi.
(497-km) stage length is $31.48 before federal user's tax. The corresponding
California intrastate fare is approximately $16.02 or 51 percent of the Phase
7 fare. Regional carriers presently are experiencing an estimated 13 percent
fare dilution to 8.87 cents per st. mi. (5.51 cents per km). The corresponding
dilution estimate under the California intrastate fare structure is estimated
at three percent. This reduces the yield per statute mile from 5.18<£/rpsm
(3.22<£/rpkm) to 5.02 tf/rpsm (3.12^/rpkm).
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Table IV-49 illustrates the average fare structure calculation for
the California region STOL system. Interstate routes, i.e. city pairs where
one or both cities are outside California, accounted for 67.9 percent of the
available seat-miles (seat-km). The resulting system wide yield of 7.63<£/rpsm
(4.74<£/rpkm) for the California region at the average 309-statute-mile (497-km)
stage length results in a yield of 14 percent less than the yield obtained by
current regional operators.
4.5.3 .Projected operating results. - The yields must then be translated
into financial results in order to compare the impact. Four illustrative
cases are presented. The first case depicts the tenth-year operating results
for the 1.14 capital to operating asset ratio zero dilution case. The first
column of Table IV-50 is a recap of the California region column of Table IV-44,
Section 4.3.2.5. The second column provides a revised base case reflecting
the CAB Phase 7 fare levels with 13 percent dilution and the .624 capital to
operating asset ratio perturbation previously presented. The third column
shows the effect of further average fare dilution as calculated in Table IV-49.
In this case return on equity parity is attained by a $31.4 million subsidy
on a net-profit basis. This is equivalent to a $60.5 million subsidy on a
pretax basis. The fourth case achieves the same return on equity parity by
slashing system wide indirect operating cost by 40 percent or the same
$60 million pretax amount per year. The 40 percent cut would reduce IOC's
from about $10 per passenger system-wide to a little over $6.00 per passenger,
a very ambitious operating goal.
However, the alternative to hyper efficient indirect cost control
is clear. Operation in the California region would not only sharply raise




[ASL = 309 st. mi. (497 km)]
Cost or yield element,
CAB Phase 7 fare at ASL, $
Fare rate, <£/rpsm (<£/rpkm)
California intrastate fare, $
Fare rate, <£/rpsm (<£/rpkm)
CAB fare rate, with 13% dilution,
<t/rpsm (it/rpkm)
Interstate ASM's (% region total)
Interstate yield component
<£/rpsm (<t/rpkm)
Calif, intrastate fare rate, with
3% dilution, <fc/rpsm (<£/rpkm)
Intrastate ASM's (% region total)
Intrastate yield component,
<£/rpsm (<£/rpkm)
























aBase ticket price without the 8% federal tax.























































































probably unacceptable levels but also would raise the potential of an
indefinite subsidy requirement if the California regional system is to
be made an attractive investment alternative.
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4.6 Military/Commercial Commonality
A study was conducted of the effects of commonality on a commercial
derivative of the military STOL airplane. A typical military transport
designed to meet a military STOL transport mission is shown in Figure 4-28.
From this design, a commercial transport was derived, as shown in Figure 4-29.
The characteristics of these airplanes are compared in Table IV-51, The field
lengths for the two airplanes were calculated to different ground rules, i.e.,
the military airplane was designed to the military takeoff and landing require-
ments, while the Model 24C commercial derivative meets the criteria used for
commercial STOL airplanes in Phase II. The military STOL transport is an
externally blown flap configuration powered by four advanced technology engines
with a bypass ratio of six, and no acoustical treatment.
The commercial derivative airplane (Model 24C) has an engine which
used the same engine core as the military transport. The military engine
which has a fan pressure ratio of about 1.6, is replaced with a commercial
engine using a variable pitch fan with a 1.32 fan pressure ratio. With
acoustical treatment lining the internal nacelle walls, and without treated
rings, the airplane has an estimated noise level of 102 EPNdB at 500 foot
(153 m) sideline, assuming 1980 technology.
The military STOL transport fuselage has a diameter of 216 inches
(5.5m) which allows a double aisle, eight-abreast seating in the commercial
version. The military aircraft was typical of cargo configurations featuring
low cargo floors to facilitate loading through a rear clam-shell door.
Although the same shell size is used in the commercial airplane, the floor
is located higher which permits space for baggage, cargo and landing gear
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The wing, vertical and horizontal tail are 100 percent common.
Some of the other components, such as, wing and tail attach structure in
the fuselage, the pilot's compartment, flight controls, and the various
systems have commonality in varying degrees. A detailed weight breakdown
of the two airplanes showed that 44.5 percent of the commercial cost weight
and 48.6 percent of the military cost weight are common parts of the two
airplanes. The common engine core weight is not reflected in the weight
breakdown since dry engine weight is not considered in cost weight totals.
It should be noted that the Model 24C is quite different from the
150 passenger, 3000 ft. (915 m) field length study baseline. There are
differences in fuselage cross section, wing area, aspect ratio, thrust to
weight ratio and wing loading to name a few. The study baseline airplane
is more optimum for the short-haul mission, while the Model 24C with its
extra thrust, larger wing, and wider fuselage has a far greater potential
for stretching both range and passenger payload.
Cost analysis shows that an airplane such as the Model 24 would cost
approximately 5 percent less in a combined Military/Commercial program and that
airframe development costs could be reduced as much as 50 percent. The costs
are based on a 400 unit production for the commercial airplane program and
assumed engine commonality only in the engine core. These costs do not include
engine development. The commercial program, for noise reasons, has to bear
the costs of development of a high bypass ratio variable pitch fan thereby
reducing the potential cost savings. The attractiveness of commonality could




Air transportation in the early 1970s has suffered from a pause in
traffic growth and vocal opposition to the current frequencies at major
airports. The first problem has reduced traffic and increased fare dilution
leading to unsatisfactory financial results. There is some doubt that even
the present schedules and frequencies can long continue in the presence of
concerted public action to abate noise and congestion. The obvious solution
is to divert significant traffic from major hubs to existing satellite
(peripheral) airports or to new aerial ports. This is not politically
feasible now. The noise generated by current operations has irritated
the suburban public so much that there are movements demanding that exist-
ing frequencies be curtailed or moved into someone else's backyard. There
is the impasse.
Major hub noise and congestion cannot be alleviated without divert-
ing traffic. Traffic cannot be diverted using current airplanes. The economic
fact that efficient transportation is essential to the U. S. economy has been
<
obscured by the public outcry against the noise generated by the airplane.
One of the potential solutions could be an efficient quiet STOL system
operating from non-hub airports. The emphasis on these aspects is evident
from the work statement outlining a system study of quiet, nominally 95 PNdB,
STOL, 1500 to 3000-ft (457-914 m) field length airplanes. The results of such
a study should point toward airplane designs, operational concepts, and con-
crete airline routes which would provide a large enough passenger demand and
therefore an airplane market to produce viable quiet STOL operations.
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The preceding sections of this report have addressed, in detail,
the various economic aspects of viable STOL operations. This section returns
to a discussion of the main findings as they relate to identifying preferred
design options and tracing the economic implications.
5.2 System Economics
5.2.1 Payload evaluation. - System economics are tied to the market analysis.
The results of the modal split analyses showed the public would not patronize
a STOL system if the fare levels were much hinher than the CAB Phase 7 fares.
Since DOC 's and therefore fares are coupled, this finding in Phase I ruled
out the 50-passenger airplane designs. The DOC's per seat mile (seat km)
for the Phase II systems analysis 100-passenger EBF airplane were 22 percent
higher than the 150-passenger EBF airplane. After these two 3000-ft (914 m)
field length airplanes were refined using revised acoustic and other design
criteria, the cost differential widened slightly to about 24 percent. Clearly
these higher costs would imply an unacceptable fare differential. On the
other hand, analysis of the various 1985 route systems showed that for most
markets the 200-passenger EBF airplane to be too large (from a frequency
standpoint) to take advantage of its 10-13 percent lower DOC when compared
to the E150.3000 for the 1985 market. Therefore, the 150-passenger airplane
is preferred.
5.2.2 Field length evaluation. - The direct operating cost criteria elim-
inated the 1500-ft (457 m) field length by the end of Phase I. The Phase II
final design 2000-ft (610 m) airplane designs produced DOC's about 20 percent
greater than the 3000-ft (914 m) designs. The differential is large enough
to seriously compromise the future of 2000-ft (610 m) STOL systems. Field
lengths greater than 3000 ft (914 m) could be considered. The revised Phase II
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final design 150-passenger 3000-ft (914 m) EBF airplane has slightly higher,
7 percent, DOC's than the 4000-ft (1219 m) mechanical flap airplane. However,
the difference in operating regimes and technology requirements between 3000
ft (914 m) and 4000 ft (1219 m) is large enough to militate against direct
result-for-result DOC comparisons. This regime subsequently has been made
the subject of a separate study.
The transition during Phase II from systems analysis airplanes to
final design airplanes resulted in a revised ranking of preferred lift
concepts. For example, the M150.3000 systems analysis airplane had a 3.4
percent lower DOC than the E150.3000 under design range conditions. The
revised design data used for the final design airplanes reversed this
advantage. The M150.3000 airplane now has an 11-percent higher DOC than
the E150.3000 and the redesigned EBF is preferred over the mechanical flap.
Furthermore, the 63.5 lb/ft2 (310 kg/m2) wing loading of the M150.3000 final
design would not provide a "comfortable" passenger ride by current jet
standards.
5.2.3 Ecdnomic evaluation
5.2.3.1 Operational concept. - The selection of a relatively large STOL
airplane naturally leads to route structures and airport selections which
will make it economical. This dictates the adoption of moderate sized
traffic collection hubs and moderate frequencies. This kind of operation,
not very dissimilar from today's short haul operations, leads to a satellite
or peripheral route system rather than the point to point system dictated by
smaller airplanes.
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The 96 EPNdB E150.3QOO final design airplane would be an accept-
able neighbor. The noise generated by 35 takeoffs and landings of current
JT8D powered airplanes as measured by the 30-NEF contour area contains 1613
acres (653 hectares). The 96 EPNdB E150.3000 generates an area of only 77
acres (31 ha.), a 95 percent reduction. Even sharply higher daily frequencies
would be acceptable to the general public and therefore to local authorities.
The complexities of large STOL regional systems necessarily imply
the need for experienced management and operating personnel. These pre-
requisites can be best attained by operating the regional STOL systems as
autonomous subsidiaries of existing major airlines. Existing operating
practices would be tailored to support the STOL subsystem. Among the revised
practices are flight planning and Air Traffic Control procedures to reduce
total maneuver time to 8 minutes vis-a-vis the current 21 minute allowance.
Offsetting the small unavoidable DOC increases requires organizational
realignment and tighter control to reduce IOC's by commensurate amounts.
5.2.3.2 Direct operating costs. - The DOC for the final design El50.3000 is
about 14 percent higher than the advanced CTOL final design, when both are
compared at the STOL design range of 575 st. mi. (926 km). This differential
is primarily influenced by the weights, performance and price differences of
the two designs, especially the significant differences in field length and
noise design criteria. The higher final costs cannot be offset by reduced
crew requirements and maintenance performance both of which must meet inter-
state standards.
5.2.3.3 Indirect bperating costs. - Attaining a commensurate reduction in
IOC's requires more careful organization and control of the large IOC items,
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primarily passenger handling and food and beverage expense. Simplification
of these services when properly controlled can reduce total IOC's per passenger
by about $1.00 or about eight percent.
5.2.3.4 Profitability. - Once the regional STOL systems have passed through
the growth stage, results as profitable as regional CTOL operations are
anticipated subject to the discussion in 5.2.3.5 and 5.2.3.6. Return on
investment calculated using the discounted cash flow method shows about
24 percent for the final design 150-passenger STOL and 24 percent for the
advanced CTOL at a representative average stage length of 319 st. mi. (513 km).
The projected tenth year operating results for the Chicago region show a post
tax return on stockholder's equity of about 12.5 percent after 13 percent
fare dilution. By any standards the long term prognosis is acceptable.
5.2.3.5 Subsidy. - Despite the promise of long term viability the initial
operating years might require subsidy. The cumulative profits over the
first five years probably may not be large enough to induce the required
investment in view of the good but not great long term profits. The five
regional systems studied (excluding California) could probably require aggre-
gate subsidies up to $60 million per year for the first few years. The
sharply improved operating results during the sixth year due to system
maturation should sharply reduce subsidies to each of the individual region
entities.
The financial outlook is not as sanguine wherever a regional STOL
system must compete against intrastate operations constrained to the sharply
reduced fare structures imposed by state Regulatory Commissions. For example,
the California Region system would require an annual $60.5 million pre tax
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subsidy to offset lower yields from California intrastate flights. The
choice under these circumstances is either permanent subsidy, either direct
or in the form of premium route awards, or alternatively deep cuts in indirect
operating costs. Direct costs cannot be substantially trimmed while maintain-
ing flight safety. Of course the STOL airplanes examined in this study offer
more comfort than the typically high density intrastate configurations.
However, it is not clear how well this greater comfort can be translated
into either higher intrastate load factors or fare premiums above intrastate
fares or a mixture of both. See Section 5.2.3.6.4.
5.2.3.6 Critical control parameters. - The results discussed above are
contingent upon achieving consistent performance of several critical parameters
These parameters affect both direct and indirect operating costs.
5.2.3.6.1 Block speed. - The block speeds attained by the STOL aircraft
include both aircraft and system performance aspects. The 350 mph (568 km/hr)
block speed over a 319-st. mi. (513-km) stage length depends upon the eight-
minute maneuver time, only achievable with an efficient air traffic control
system. Near maximum speeds occasionally might be used to offset traffic
delays but extensive use would dilute the fuel economies of design cruise
speeds.
5.2.3.6.2 Utilization. - The nominal utilizations calculated as a result
of the schedule and maintenance analyses were 7 to 8 hours per day. While
there seems to be no utilization limit due to maintenance constraints, there
always are prime time limits. Although these were analyzed extensively during
the study careful time management of thru stop and daytime turnaround ground
times would be required.
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5.2.3.6.3 Insurance. - The two percent annual insurance rate used throughout
the study provides a small hedge against overly optimistic parameter estimates.
Over an extended period insurance rates should drop provided accident rates
are consistent with the long haul industry.
5.2.3.6.4 Load factors. - The CAB Phase 7 fare structure, the system load
factor estimate, 60.7 percent, and the dilution factor, 13 percent, contribute
to healthy revenue projections. The 60.7-percent load factor may at first
seem optimistic when the major trunks are experiencing average load factors
near 50 percent. California intrastate experience suggests that high load
factors can be maintained even in high density configurations, and with
sufficient fare differentials compared to equivalent interstate rates. These
high-density, lower-load-factor results actually occupy a greater percentage
of the available cabin floor space (on an equivalent seat basis) than do the
lower density, higher-load-factor results typical of the STOL configurations
examined in this study. The reaction of the travelling public to the comfort-
vs-fare trade off has not been completely analyzed; but, in any case, the load
factors provided as a result of the market analysis are a critical contributor
to financial success.3
5.2.3.6.5 Service and image. - The success of any service company is
directly related to the service it apparently provides. The challenge
of STOL operations is to provide the image of service at near minimum
indirect costs. Unless this challenge is met and the other critical
variables simultaneously are controlled there is little chance of successful
The extensions are outlined in Appendix 7.6, A Look to the Future,
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STOL operations. The short haul carriers certainly are aware of the challenge
and all are trying to meet it. The difficulty is evidenced by the fact that
only a few short haul operators have been able both to prosper and grow over
an extended period.
5.2.3.6.6 Economic summary. - The basic results show STOL regional systems
can be viable provided almost all of the various design and operating objec-
tives can be attained, Figure 5-1. The early subsidy issue cannot be
definitively resolved at this time.
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FIGURE 5-1
PREREQUISITES FOR SUCCESSFUL STOL OPERATIONS
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7.1 Ground Rules and Assumptions
This section contains the basic ground rules and assumptions that
were used to derive the air transportation system costs and revenues for the
Douglas configurations generated for both Phase I and Phase II.
7.1.1 Costs for equipment and effort were expressed in 1972 economics.
(Reference 2)
7.1.2' Only those costs attributable and in support of the air transportation
system were considered. In Phase I this excluded ground facilities (e.g.,
maintenance base); but included the ground support equipment for the airplane.
During Phase II all identifiable cost elements were included (e.g., main-
tenance base, shop equipment, etc.) in the regional network analyses only.
(Reference 5)
7.1.3 Airplane deliveries to the airlines are assumed to follow a schedule
of 50 percent the first year, 25 percent the third year and the remaining
25 percent the fifth year. (Reference 5)
7.1.4 Direct operating costs were computed using a modified version of the
1967 ATA "Standard Method of Estimating Comparative Direct Operating Costs
of Turbine Powered Transport Airplanes". Two main modifications were made -
(1) all dollars values were adjusted to reflect more realistically CTOL
maintenance and spares requirements as well as operational concepts, and (2)
all values were escalated to 1972 economics (References 6, 7, and 8).
7.1.5 Indirect operating costs were derived using the combined industry
effort of Boeing, Douglas and Lockheed. (Reference 10)
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7.1.6 Propulsion costs (development and production) for both the engines
and nacelles were developed and supplied by the STOL Propulsion System Study
Contractors - All ison and General Electric. General Electric did not itemize
(breakdown of price into development and production for both the engines and
the nacelles) its prices. Therefore, G.E. engine/nacelle data were displayed
in terms of a single selling price (Reference 11).
7.1.7 Airplane prices and operating costs in Phase I were based on a pro-
duction run of 300 airplanes. This airplane quantity was changed from an
original specification of 400 in the RFP. (References 6, 8 and 12)
7.1.8 Return on investment was derived on an individual airplane basis.
(Reference 6)
7.1.9 With the exception of evaluating the financial aspects of the airline
as an entity in Phase II, operating revenues were limited to passenger yield.
%
In Phase II beverage sales were included and identified as incidentals.
(Reference 5)
7.1.10 No provisions were made for mail and freight cargo as well as baggage
as a means of generating additional revenue. (Reference 5)
7.1.11 Financing cost and terms were used only in Phase II in structuring
the financial analysis of the airline.
7.1.12 Each region was organized geographically into representative airline
networks with the STOL airline assumed to be an autonomous operating division
of a profitable, tax paying major airline.
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7.1.13 While STOL operations are planned at all airports considered, no
coming!ing of CTOL and STOL air traffic was planned. Separate or dedicated
runways are assumed. Operations were planned for a single STOL runway unless
the analysis results in a level of operations which require a second STOL
runway. The number of STOLports in the same city is consistent with air
passenger demand and economic factors.
7.1.14 A STOL network may include the following types of airports.
• Major air carrier airports with separate STOL facilties
• Secondary airports with separate STOL and general aviation
facilities.
t New STOLports at market-oriented sites exclusively dedicated
for STOL operations.
• Existing civil or military airports converted exclusively to
short-haul operations, or joint use of facilities by STOL and
CTOL where feasible.
7.1.15 The STOL systems assume transition from existing CTOL operations
into mixed CTOL/STOL operations with the STOL system operating as a separate
subsidiary entity. The impacts upon the complementary CTOL are not addressed.
7.1.16 All costs developed for this study through the application of the DAC
advanced design cost model and other estimating techniques are rough order of
magnitude estimates. Such estimates are used for Budgetary and Planning
purposes only, and do not represent a commitment on the part of DAC, its
subcontractors and other referenced agencies to furnish services and equipments
in the amounts stipulated.
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7.2 Market Data
7.2.1 Demand for civil STOL airplanes. - In the preceding sections, reference
was made to the use of a market size on the order of 800 commercial STOL
airplanes and assuming two manufacturers, this left a basic commercial market
of 400 airplanes per producer. The purpose of this section is to show the
build-up of the market forecast.
7.2.1.1 National demand for civil STOL airplanes. - Determining the domestic
market for STOL airplanes required preparing a traffic forecast, selecting
city pairs and deriving a modal split procedure. Stage lengths from zero to
600 st. mi. (966 km) were selected for purposes of calculating the baseline
demand for STOL airplanes. This was necessary because the data output from
existing computer programs are in terms of 100-st. mi. (160-km) increments.
This was as close as it was possible to come to the 575 st. mi. (926 km) range
used in the balance of the study.
During the course of the study, a target load factor of 60 percent
was used. It is also the load factor by which forecasted passenger miles was
converted into seat miles. The 1985 STOL market demand was calculated using
the modal split procedure described in Volume IV, Markets, of this report.
The STOL passenger-mile demand at the 0-600 st. mi. (966 km) range is 16.193
billion (26.060 billion passenger-kilometers). At the 60-percent load factor
this converts to 26.988 billion seat-miles (43.433 billion seat-km).
The seat-mile (-kilometer) productivity of the selected STOL
airplanes follows:
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PASSENGER DESIGN CAPACITY 150
ANNUAL UTILIZATION, HOURS 2500





These productivity values provide the basis for estimating the STOL domestic
market. When the 1985 seat-mile (-kilometer) demand is divided by the annual
productivity an estimate of the U. S. domestic market for STOL results. This
computation indicates that there is a potential base market for 240 airplanes
in 1985.
The STOL passenger-mile (-kilometer) demand is composed of city pairs with an
annual origin-destination passenger density of 300,000 or above. This volume
of passenger travel was assumed as the minimum necessary to consider a dual
STOL/CTOL air transportation system. City pairs with an annual traffic volume
of less than 300,000 origin-destination passengers are potential candidates
for dual STOL/CTOL service when traffic growth brings them to this point.
An estimate of the U. S. domestic market for the baseline STOL airplane
(£150.3000.68) was also made for the year 1990. The traffic growth rates
used are consistent with those in the official annual publication "Passenger
Air Transport Market". Accordingly, in 1990 there is a demand for 320 STOL
airplanes.
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It was a requirement of this study to investigate the effects of designing
the airplane to fly extended ranges. The impact of this provision upon the
market for the baseline STOL airplane was determined for ranges up to 1200
st. mi. (1931 km) and the results are shown below. In each extended range

















potential STOL airplane production level, it was also necessary to estimate
the potential foreign markets. The procedure for estimating the non-U. S..
market for STOL airplanes followed closely the procedure used for the United
States. In general, differences arise due to the greater availability of
data for the United States. For example, the U. S. Civil Aeronautics Board
publishes detailed origin-destination passenger statistics that are not
available on a worldwide basis. However, where possible, as in the case
of the modal or traffic split analysis, a similar analytical approach was
adopted. The details of the approach are contained in Volume IV, but the



















For the STOL systems study the 1990 combined worldwide estimate (320 U. S. +
545 NON-U. S.) of 865 airplanes was divided between two assumed producers
(865 -t 2 = 432 EA.) and then rounded down to a conservative estimate of 400
STOL airplanes per producer.
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APPENDIX 7.3
COMPUTATIONAL PROCEDURE FOR INDIRECT OPERATING COSTS
SYSTEM EXPENSE
= Direct Maintenance Labor x Baseline System Expense Factor (K-,)
x STOL Adjustment Factor (KA)
LOCAL EXPENSE
(Takeoff Gross Weiqht 4 1000) x Number of Departures x Baseline Local
Expense Factor (K2) x STOL Adjustment Factor (Kg)
AIRPLANE CONTROL EXPENSE
= Number of Departures x Baseline Airplane Control Expense Factor (K3)
x STOL Adjustment Factor (Kc)
CABIN ATTENDANT EXPENSE
= Cabin Attendant Block Hours x Baseline Cabin Attendant Expense
Factor (K4) x STOL Adjustment Factor (KD)
FOOD AND BEVERAGE EXPENSE
= Passenger Block Hours x Baseline Food and Beverage Expense
Factor (K5) x STOL Adjustment Factor (KE)
PASSENGER HANDLING EXPENSE
= Passengers Enplaned x Baseline Passenger Handling Expense
Factor (KS) x STOL Adjustment Factor (Kp)
CARGO HANDLING EXPENSE
= Total Tons Carried x Baseline Cargo Handling Expense Factor (K7)
x STOL Adjustment Factor (Kg)
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OTHER PASSENGER SERVICES EXPENSE
= Revenue Passenger Miles x Baseline Other Passenger Service Expense
Factor (KQ) x STOL Adjustment Factor (KH)
FREIGHT COMMISSIONS/ADVERTISING EXPENSE
= Revenue Freight Ton-Miles x Baseline Freight Comm/Adver Expense
Factor (Kg) x STOL Adjustment Factor (Kj)
GENERAL AND ADMINISTRATIVE EXPENSE
- [IOC x (DOC - Depreciation Apl., GPE and Insurance) x STOL
Adjustment Factor (Kj)3 x Baseline General and Administrative
Expense Factor (K-I)
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7.4 FACTORS AND CONSTANTS
7.4.1 Baseline System Expense Factor (K,), Dollars 0.54
7.4.2 Baseline Local Expense Factor (Kp), Dollars 1.43
7.4.3 Baseline Airplane Control Expense Factor 20.66
(K3), Dollars
7.4.4 Baseline Cabin Attendant Expense Factor (K.), 20.00
Dollars Per Hour
7.4.5 Baseline Food and Beverage Expense Factor (1C) 0.20
Dollars Passenger Block Hour
7.4.6 Baseline Passenger Handling Expense Factor (1C), 3.65
Dollars ' D
7.4.7 Baseline Cargo Handling Expense Factor (K7), 70.43
Dollars " '
7.4.8 Baseline Other Passenger Services Expense Factor 0.0044
(Kg), Dollars
7.4.9 Baseline Freight Freight Commissions and Advertising 0.0086
Expense Factor (Kg), Dollars
7.4.10 General and Administrative Expense Factor (K,n), 0.06
Dollars 1U
7.4.11 STOL System Expense Adjust Factor (KA) 0.76
7.4.12 STOL Local Expense Adjustment Factor (Kg) 1.00
7.4.13 STOL Airplane Control Expense Adjustment Factor (Kc) 0.80
7.4.14 STOL Cabin Attendant Expense Adjustment Factor (KQ) 1.00
7.4.15 STOL Food and Beverage Expense Adjustment 1.00
Factor (KE)
7.4.16 STOL Passenger Handling Expense Adjustment Factor 1.00
(KF)
7.4.17 STOL Cargo Handling Expense Adjustment Factor (Kg) 1.00
7.4.18 STOL Other Passenger Service Expense Adjustment 1.00
Factor (KH)
7.4.19 STOL Freight Comm/Adver. Expense Adjustment Factor 1.00
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7.4.20 STOL General and Administrative Expense Adjustment 1.00
Factor (Kj)
7.4.21 Number of Flight Crew Personnel Per Airplane 3
7.4.22 Labor Rate for DOC Computations, Dollars Per man- 6.00
hour (Modified from ATA Value at $4.00 Per Man-Hour)
7.4.23 Annual Utilization, Hours Per Airplane Per Year 2500
Design Mission
7.4.24 Block Time Minus Flight Time, Minutes - Phase I 10
(Modified from ATA Value at 21 Minutes)
7.4.25 Crew Cost Increase from 1967 ATA DOC Method, 40
Percent
7.4.26 Fuel Cost, Dollars Per U.S. Gallon (Modified from 0.115
1967 ATA Method at $.096 Per U.S. Gallon)
7.4.27 Ground Time for Deriving Block Fuel, Minutes 6
Phase I
7.4.28 Air Maneuver Time for Deriving Block Fuel, 4
Minutes - Phase I
7.4.29 1972 Maintenance Flight Hour Costs as a Function 75
of 1967 ATA DOC Method, Percent
7.4.30 1972 Maintenance Flight Cycle Costs as a Function 75
of 1967 ATA DOC Method, Percent
7.4.31 Depreciation Schedule to Zero Residual Values, Years 12
7.4.32 Engine Spares Factor as a Function of Engine Price, 25
Percent (Modified from 1967 ATA DOC Method at 40
Percent) - Design Mission
7.4.33 Passenger Load Factor for Sizing Mission Profile at 60
575 st.mi. (926 km), Percent
7.4.34 Start-Up Cost Factor, Dollars Per Seat 500
7.4.35 Ground Support Equipment as a Function of 5
Airplane Price, Percent - Design Mission
7.4.36 Predelivery Payment Schedule, Percent
24 Months Prior to Delivery 10
18 Months Prior to Delivery 5
12 Months Prior to Delivery 5
6 Months Prior to Delivery 5
3 Months Prior to Delivery 5
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7.4.37 Airframe Spares as a Function of Ai rframe Price,
Percent - Design Mission
7.4.38 Nacelle Spares as a Function of Nacelle Price,
Percent - Design Mission
7.4.39 Ground Support Equipment Spares as a Function of
GSE Price, Percent
7.4.40 Depreciable Life for ROI Computation, Years
7.4.41 Depreciable Residual Value, Percent
7.4.42 Depreciation Method for all Equipment, Acceleration
Rate
7.4.43 Capitalized Interest Rate, Percent
7.4.44 Income Tax Rate, Percent
7.4.45 Airplane Resale Value as a Function of Initial
Purchase Price, Percent
7.4.46 Federal Ticket Tax, Percent
7.4.47 Profit Level for Cost Generated Fares as a
Function of Total Operating Cost, Percent
7.4.48 CAB Fixed Station Cost, Dollars - Phase I Fare
7.4.49 CAB Rate Per Mile up to 500.st.mi., Dollars (in
Effect During Phase I)
7.4.50 CAB Rate Per Mile 501 to 1000 st.mi., Dollars (in
Effect During Phase I)
7.4.51 Estimated California Intra-state Fare Fixed Cost,
Dollars
7.4.52 Estimated California Intra-state Fare Rate Per
Statute Mile, Dollars
7.4.53 Variable Design Passenger Capacity for Phase I,
Quantity























7.4.55 Variable Design Cruise Mach Number for Phase I .70
.75
.80
7.4.56 CAB Jet Coach Fare for 575 st.mi. (926 km),
Dollars (with Fed. Tax)
Phase I 48
Phase II 51
7.4.57 Variable Fare Multiples of Jet Coach Fare 1.00
for Phase I 1.25
1.50
7.4.58 Fixed Sizing Mission Range, st.mi. (km) 575 (926)
7.4 .59 Cabin Attendant-to-Avail able Passenger Seat 1:50
Ratio
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7.5 Airline Financial Simulation Program
7.5.1 Introduction. - One of the most important divisions of any modern
enterprise is financial management. Among its principal functions are to
describe an operating plan in terms of financial language and to measure the
impact of the operating plan on the financial health of the organization.
For an airline, an operating plan usually originates from such
areas as traffic forecasting, equipment requirements, scheduling, engineer-
ing operating regulations, etc., which are generally non-financial in nature.
These non-financial aspects of management coupled with certain financial
policies are translated into such terms as revenues, costs, taxes, profits,
cash flow, assets, liabilities, etc. and then summarized in the form of
financial statements such as income statements, balance sheets and statements
of sources and applications of funds. The financial statements are in turn
used as the basis to evaluate the operating plan.
The Airline Financial Simulation Program is designed to provide such
a translating tool. It duplicates generally accepted accounting procedures,
operating regulations, tax laws, etc., to process the input values from non-
financial as well as financial divisions and to produce detailed tabulation
of future operating and financial data along with forecast financial statements.
7.5.1.1 A financial planning tool. - The use of the Financial Simulation
Program as a financial planning tool stems from its ability to show:
• The airline's projected net profit position
• The airline's projected cash flow position
• The airline's projected balance sheet position
• Projected capital requirements and restraints due to debt
repayments, aircraft purchases and daily operating needs.
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A comparison of inflows and outflows will disclose situations in
which heavy outflows will require some type of financing. With the knowledge
of approximately how much capital is required and some idea of the debt/equity
position of the airline at that particular time, it is possible for management
to estimate the consequences of future debt and/or equity financing on the
fiscal structure of the airline. The financing alternatives can also be
interpreted as to their effects on the net profit position and on various
financial ratios.
7.5.1.2 A corporate planning tool. - By rapidly testing different alter-
natives, it is obvious that the Financial Simulation Program can serve as
a decision-making tool for corporate strategy planning. The program is
designed to generate various essential items which are derived from and
dependent upon the particular fleet mix being used. These items can be
used to monitor the airline's short-range plans while also helping to develop
its long-range plans. By using different mixes which meet passenger demand,
as well as routing and scheduling requirements, the airline can compare the
costs generated by such a fleet composition and their effects on capital
requirements.
7.5.2 General remarks on the model. - Three annual financial statements are
generated by the program:
1. Income Statement (Exhibit 1)
2. Source and Application of Funds (Exhibit 3)
3. Balance Sheet (Exhibits 5A, 5B)
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In addition, three separate supplementary schedules are generated. These are:
1. Computation of Tax (Exhibit 2)
2. Operating Ratios (Exhibi t 4)
3. Balance Sheet Ratios (Exhibit 6)
With appropriate input, the model is capable of generating most of
the accounts in these statements.
The maximum time span of analysis is fifteen years, which can be a
combination of historic and projected periods. Historic data is input while
most projected values are internally computed. Although no historic data is
absolutely required (exceptions are indicated in the following section), it
is recommended that at least one year of historic data be provided for
reference and comparison.
The model has been designed to be as flexible as possible while not
sacrificing accuracy or adherence to accounting principles. Several general
features of the model should be mentioned. First, each phase of the computa-
tion is independent. Therefore, an analyst can utilize one or more features
of the program without using the others. An example of this is that the
depreciation or debt calculation can be accomplished, requiring only the
significant data. Inputs for all other phases of the model would not be
needed. Secondly, the program has the ability to generate financial state-
ments by any fiscal year. No significant change in input data is required
to convert from a calendar to fiscal year format. In the instance that the
analyst has information that cannot be calculated by the model, two features
are provided to increase flexibility. The first is an "override" function.
This allows the analyst the capability to override any internally computed
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account with his own calculations. A variation of this feature is the
"additive" capability. This provides the user to add or subtract any
amount from any internally computed account. This feature is helpful in
cases such as depreciation of ground equipment, where the analyst does not
have the cost and depreciation terms of each asset in the program input. In
this case, he would estimate the yearly depreciation for these ground equip-
ment items and add the total to the amount of ground depreciation generated
by the model.
The program is coded in FORTRAN IV language. It is designed in a
manner such that no knowledge of any computer language is required of the
user.
7.5.3 Input data. - There are four input data divisions: financial state-
ment data, loan data, aircraft characteristics data and fleet data. A
general description of each category follows:
7.5.3.1 Financial statement data. - This set of data contains historic
financial statements, projected values of revenue accounts, and general
information required to execute the program - such as time period under
study, output print options, etc.
Historic values are supplied to provide a frame of reference for
the projected data. The use of historic data is not a necessity. One
exception should be noted, however. At least one year of historic data
is required as a starting point if a balance sheet projection is desired.
7.5.3.2 Loan data. - For each loan outstanding or to be outstanding, the
input should include essential information such as the amount of the loan,
annual interest rate, issuing data, maturing date, number of months between
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interest payments, number of months between principal payments, compensating
balance, commitment fee and the type of repayment. Options for repayment
include computed level principal, annuity in advance, annuity in arrears
and input principal schedule. If desired, the loan data can be classified
as senior or subordinated debt and summarized accordingly. (See Exhibits
7A-12).
7.5.3.3 Aircraft characteristics data. - This data set is primarily needed
to compute various operating results. Information included in Exhibit 13A
is necessary if correct depreciation and amortization are to be obtained.
Items included are residual percentage (both for book and for tax), depre-
ciable life (for book and for tax), accelerated rate, and preservice cost.
If new equipment is to be procured within the analysis period, payment
schedules (Exhibit 13G) should be provided. To correctly estimate operating
cost other than depreciation and amortization, available seat miles (Exhibit
24) and available ton miles (Exhibit 25), additional information such as that
displayed in Exhibits 13B, 13C, 13D is essential. Exhibit 13E shows the hull
insurance rate applied to the cost of the aircraft to determine yearly
insurance premiums.
7.5.3.4 Fleet data (Exhibit 14). - The data contained in Division (3) is for
each type of equipment. Special information pertinent to each piece of
equipment - aircraft, ground facilities and other assets, possessed or to
be possessed during the analysis period - is provided in the fleet data.
Items included are equipment name, fuselage number (if it is an aircraft),
order date, delivery data, purchase price, phase-out date (optional), and
selling price (optional). If equipment is leased, the annual leasing expenses
are input. If equipment is leased to another airline, the period of the lease
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and the corresponding yearly revenue is input. The model has the ability to
distinguish between passenger, cargo, rapid change and convertible aircraft.
Engines and spares, ground equipment and intangible items may also be analyzed
in the fleet data.
7.5.4 Output and methodology. - In order that users can fully grasp the
mechanics of the model, presented in this section is a description of finan-
cial statement accounts, methods by which values of these accounts are
projected, and the various outputs which are generated. Users are reminded
that all historic values of the accounts are input.
7.5.4.1 Income statement (Exhibit 1). - The result of operation is summarized
here in terms of four principal groups of accounts. They are: (1) operating
revenues, (2) operating expenses, (3) non-operating income and expenses,
and (4) tax consideration. Their descriptions follow:
7.5.4.1.1 Operating revenue. - Accounts established in this section include
revenues derived from the performance of air transportation and net revenues
from services performed incidental to the performance of air transportation.
Five accounts are established in the model.
1. Passenger revenue - Revenue from the transportation of scheduled
passengers by air, both first class and coach. Projected
values are computed as a multiplication of projected revenue
passenger miles (kilometers) and projected yields.
2. Cargo revenue - Revenue from scheduled as well as nonscheduled
air transportation of mails, express, excess passenger baggage",
and other properties. Projected values are also computed from
projected traffic and yields.
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3. Leasing income - Gross revenues from property and equipment
owned or leased which has been leased or subleased to others
exclusive of associate companies. Depreciation and other
expenses related to leasing should not be recorded here. Pro-
jected leasing income from each piece of equipment (or property)
is obtained from a schedule of revenues input with each
applicable piece of equipment. Total leasing income is the sum
of all leasing income from individual property and equipment.
In Exhibit 17, negative numbers represent leasing income.
4. Incidental revenues. - Net revenues resulting from services
performed in connection with air transportation such as hotel,
restaurant and food service, limousine service, interchange
sales, general service sales, air cargo services, airline mutual
aid receipts and payments, federal subsidies, etc. Projected
values are necessary inputs.
5. Other operating revenues. - All revenues associated with air
transportation but not provided for in previous accounts. Some
examples are charter revenue, reservation cancellation fees,
failure to cancel or late cancellation fees, etc. Projected
values are necessary inputs.
6. Total operating revenues. - Sum of the above five accounts.
7.5.4.1.2 Operating expenses. - Expenses incurred in the performance of air
transportation fall into this group. Projected values can either be input or
be computed by the model.
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7. Direct operating expense. - Costs incurred in direct association
with flying operation such as personnel wages and expenses, fuel
costs, aircraft maintenance, etc. Using the input data in the
aircraft characteristics (Exhibit ISA and 13B) and fleet deck
(Exhibit 14), the model computes annual direct operating cost
for each aircraft (Exhibit 15). The total for the entire fleet
is then entered into the income statement. Annual direct
operating cost for each aircraft is obtained by multiplying the
block hour cost by the daily utilization and the number of days
of annual utilization. The total shown on the income statement
reflects the total cirect costs as shown in Exhibit 15 added to
the insurance costs shown in Exhibit 16.
8. Fleet depreciation. - Fleet refers to both airframes and air-
craft engines. Two methods of depreciation are built into the
model -- one for book purposes, the other for tax purposes.
For book purposes, capitalized interest may be imputed on pre-
delivery payments and added to the cash cost and the total will
be depreciated by the straight line method. (Exhibit 18).
If an aircraft is delivered or retired in the middle of the
year, the depreciation is apportioned accordingly. (NOTE:
Residual value and depreciable life need not be identical for
the two methods).
9. Fleet amortization. - Amortization applies to deferred charges
attaching to air transportation services which are not payments
of recurrent expenses ordinarily requiring expenditures of
working capital within one year, such as preoperating expenses,
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research and development cost, lease improvement. For tax
purposes, these expenses are written off at the time they are
incurred. For book purposes, the straight line method is
applied. (Exhibit 20).
10. Total direct operating cost. - Sum of accounts 7, 8, and 9.
11. Indirect operating expense. - Indirect operating expense is the
combined cost of maintenance and burden on ground equipment,
passenger service, aircraft and traffic servicing, promotion
and sales, advertising expenses, general and administrative
expenses, etc. Since the forecasting of indirect operating
costs is treated in various ways by different airlines, no
attempt is made to project these costs within the model. Total
annual indirect costs must be provided by the analyst.
12. Ground and other depreciation. - Any property and equipment not
included in the fleet belong to the account "Ground and others".
The methods used to depreciate cash cost and capitalized interest
are identical to those used to depreciate flight equipment cost
and capitalized interest. (Exhibit 18).
13. Ground and other amortization. - Preoperating expenses, research
and development cost, lease improvement, intangibles, etc.,
which are related to ground and other property. The methods
used are identical to those in fleet amortization. (Exhibit 20).
14. Total indirect operating costs. - Sum of accounts 11, 12, and 13.
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15. Leasing expenses. - Aircraft, equipment or other property
leased from outside of the company are not subjected to depre-
ciation. Their rental is, however, a part of operating costs.
Projected leasing expenses are obtained by totaling the yearly
costs as provided by the analyst. The program requires a yearly
lease cost per piece of equipment. This cost is pro-rated by
month for an asset which operated a portion of any year.
(Exhibit 17).
16. Total operating expenses. - The sum of total direct operating
costs, total indirect operating costs, and leasing expense.
17. Operating income. - This is the surplus from regular operation.
It is obtained by subtracting total operating expense from
total operating revenue.
Non-operating income and expense. - This classification includes
income and expense incident to commercial ventures not inherently related to
the performance of the common air transport services, other revenues and
expenses attributable to financing or other activities which are extraneous
to and not an integral part of air transportation or its incidental services,
and special recurrent items of a nonperiodic nature.
18. Interest expense. - Historic values are input. Future interest
expenses are calculated from outstanding and planned notes,
bonds and revolving credit. Generally speaking, the inputs
required -- for each loan outstanding or to be outstanding --
are amount of loan, annual interest rate, term of the loan
(beginning and maturing dates), number of months between
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interest payments, number of months between principal payments,
compensating balance, commitment fee, and the type of repay-
ment. With these inputs, the model generates payment schedules
for each individual loan, detailing monthly principal payments,
interest payments, remaining balance, useable balance, accrued
interest, etc., and then passes the related totals to the
financial statements. Options for repayment include level
principal, annuity in arrear, annuity in advance, and input
principal schedule. (Exhibits 7 - 12).
19. Capitalized interest. - Interest imputed on predelivery payments
each year is compounded monthly and debited under the balance
sheet account "property and equipment". Concurrently, the same
amount is credited to the income statement account "interest
expense". The interest rate used to compute capitalized interest
is the average interest rate on outstanding debt and is computed
from the loan data supplied by the analyst. A schedule of cap-
italized interest, detailed by equipment and by year, is avail- '
able from the model (Exhibit 23). The total amount of capitalized
interest attributed to each equipment is added to its cash cost
and depreciated over its economic life (c.f. account 8 above).
This is an optional computation as capitalized interest is
usually limited to use by U.S. domestic airlines.
20. Net interest expense. - Obtained by subtracting capitalized
interest from interest expense.
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21. Book gain on disposal. - Gain on disposal of equipment based on
book depreciation. It is obtained by subtracting undepreciated
book value (straight line) and unamortized pre-service cost
from total proceeds of the sale, with negative results indicating
losses. Information related to the sale of equipment is
summarized in Exhibit 26.
22. Other non-operating income (net). - All credits and debits of
a non-operating character not otherwise provided for belong to
this account. Examples of non-operating credits are royalties
from patents, gain from the reacquisition and retirement or
resale of debt securities, etc. Examples of non-operating
debits are fines or penalties imposed by governmental authorities,
donations for charitable, social or community welfare purposes,
losses on uncollectible, non-operating receivables, etc.
Analysts are expected to supply the projected values of this
account.
23. Total non-operating income. - Obtained by summing accounts 20,
21, and 22.
24. Net income before tax. - This figure is the sum of operating
income and non-operating income.
25. Income tax. - This is a result of net income before tax
(account 24) being multiplied by the tax rate as supplied by
26. Net income. - The net income is obtained by subtracting income
tax (account 25) from net income before tax.
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7.5.4.1.2 Tax consideration. - While the straight line method of depreciation
and amortization is most often used for book purposes, it is not uncommon,
especially in the case of U.S. domestic airlines, that the declining balance
method of depreciation and immediate write-off of prepaid expenses are used
for tax purposes. Such differences should be reconciled before accurate
taxable income can be computed. Also to be adjusted is capitalized interest,
which is neither taxable nor tax deductible. The following items (1 through
4) are set up for such purposes, but are not required in the case where no
difference exists between tax and book accounting methods:
1. Net accounting income before tax. - This account is identical
to account 24, net income before tax.
2. Excess of tax over book depreciation. - Tax depreciation refers
to accelerated depreciation with switchover to straight line
of fleet, ground and other equipment. Book depreciation refers
to the sum of accounts 8 and 12. Since tax depreciation is
used to calculate income tax accrual, the excess of the former
over the latter should be deducted from accounting income.
3. Excess of tax over book amortization. - For tax purposes, pre-
operating cost, research and development cost and other intangible
costs are written-off as they occur. For book purposes,
however, they are amortized over an input period of time.
Figures in this account are obtained by subtracting yearly book
amortization (sum of accounts 9 and 13) from total current
outlay of these expenditures.
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4. Excess of book over tax gain on disposal. - Gain on disposal
is the excess of proceeds over undepreciated book value. If
different methods are used for depreciation, tax gain is
different from book gain. Book gain on disposal has been re-
corded in account 21; only the excess of tax over book gain,
therefore, should be added to accounting income to obtain
taxable income. Equivalently, the excess of book over tax gain
should be subtracted from accounting income.
5. Capitalized interest. - Since capitalized interest included in
accounts 8, 9, 12, 13 and 21 had been offset by items 2, 3, and
4 under "tax consideration", this figure is identical to that
of account 19. Since capitalized interest is usually not
allowable for tax purposes, the amount credited to interest
expense is added back here.
6. Adjustment for tax computation. - Sum of accounts 2, 3, 4, and
5 under "tax consideration."
7. Taxable income. - Obtained by subtracting account 6 from account
1, under "tax consideration".
8. Federal income tax. - The amount of federal tax due on the
taxable income. It is obtained by multiplying taxable income
with an input tax rate, the tax rate being variable by year.
9. Investment tax credits applied. - This credit is calculated
by the analyst and supplied as input.
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10. Federal tax accrual. - This is the amount of tax payable in the
current accounting period. It is calculated by subtracting
investment tax credit applied from federal income tax.
11. Deferred federal tax. - This is the income tax debit or credit
deferred due to imputation of capitalized interest and the
different treatments of depreciation and amortization in tax
and book accounting. The figure is obtained by multiplying
account 6 with the income tax rate.
12. Provision for federal tax. - The sum of federal tax accrual,
and deferred federal tax.
In the model, it is assumed that investment tax credit is applied at
the earliest date possible for tax purposes, but is amortized over a specified
period of time for book purposes. To account for this practice, the follow-
ing computation (accounts 13 and 15) is required:
13. Investment tax credits applied. - This is the repetition of
account 9 (tax consideration).
14. Amortization of investment tax credits. - Investment tax credit
earned from capital investment is amortized over a number of
years. This account records the amount amortized for the current
period. Data must be supplied by the user.
15. Investment tax credit deferred. - This account records invest-
ment tax credits of the current period which are transferred to
the balance sheet account "deferred investment tax credit".
The figure is obtained by subtracting account 14 from account 13.
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16. Accounting income tax. - This figure is the sum of accounts 12
and 15. It shows the amount of tax that should have been paid
if no measures had ever been taken to postpone tax payments.
This account is transferred to account 25 of the income state-
ment.
7.5.4.2 Statement of sources and applications of funds (Exhibit 3). - A
statement of sources and applications of funds is a combined summary of income
statement and balance sheet with special emphasis on cash flow. In ordinary
language, the term funds refers to cash and its equivalents. The model,
however, has the capability to define funds also as working capital, which
is the excess of current assets over current liabilities. The source and
application of funds statement can therefore determine either the cash and
equivalent or the working capital available to the airline.
The purpose of the funds statement is to summarize the inflows and
outflows of funds. The result is an explanation of the changes in the amount
of cash or working capital during the fiscal period. Any transaction that
increases cash or working capital is a source of funds. Any transaction that
decreases cash or working capital is an application of funds.
The starting point of a statement of sources and applications of
funds is net income, (item 1). Non-cash outlays are added to net income and
non-cash receipts are subtracted from net income.
The most important non-cash outlay is depreciation and amortization
(Item 2), which is the sum of accounts 7, 8, 11 and 12 in the corresponding
income statement.
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Capitalized interest, if computed, is a non-cash income. But instead
of showing this account in the funds statement, the model expresses it as the
difference of interest payment (Item 14, an application of funds) and interest
expense net (Item 3, a source of funds). Both values are obtained from the
income statement.
Two other non-cash outlays from the income statement are deferred in-
come tax (Item 4) and investment tax credit deferred ^( I tern 5).
' In order to show the result of property liquidation, proceeds from
sale of property (Item 6) is listed as a source of funds. To avoid double-
accounting of gain on sale of property in Items 1 and 6, Gain on sale of
property^ (Item 19) is listed as an application of funds.
Four sources of funds are not included in the income statement.
First, Proceeds from issuance of long-term debt. This is computed from the debt
subroutine by adding total proceeds from issuance of bonds, notes and revolving
credit. Second, Proceeds from issuance of common stock (Item 8). Analysts
are asked to input the proceeds and the number of shares issued. In the
case where the analyst is forecasting cash rather than working capital, an
estimate of the increase in current liabilities (Item 9) is required as a
source of funds. This represents the change in the costs charged in the
income statement but not paid by year end. Item 10 is a general account for
all Other sources not accounted for elsewhere.
7.5.4.2.1 New Debt. - Item 11 is entitled New debt. The model has the ability
to estimate the amount of outside financing required for operation of the
airline.
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The analyst supplies details of the type of debt to be assumed (pay-
back period, interest rate, etc.) along with the month of the year in which
the loan is to be issued and the multiple in which funds are to be secured.
The analyst determines the minimum cash or working capital balance which is
required for each year of the forecast period. The model calculates the cash
or working capital under the assumption that no financing is secured, and
then generates enough new funds to maintain the minimum balances supplied.
A new set of financial statements is produced showing the results of all
assumed financing. (See Exhibit 12).
Item 12, Total sources of funds, is the total of Items 1 through 11.
7.5.4.2.2 Loan payments, (Item 13), is a major application of funds. It is
obtained from the debt subroutine by summing principal payments of notes,
bonds, and revolving credit.
7.5.4.2.3 Interest Payments, (Item 14), reflects the actual payments made
under debt agreement. Since this value may differ from the interest expense
charged to the income statement, the actual cash outflow is determined by
adding the interest expense as a source of funds and deducting the interest
payment as an application of funds.
7.5.4.2.4 Dividend Payments, (Item 15), may be provided by the analyst or can
be specified as a percentage of the net income.
7.5.4.2.5 Predelivery payments, (Item 16), and Delivery payments (Item 17)
on purchased aircraft are computed in accordance with purchase agreements made
between the airline and the aircraft manufacturer. Back-up schedules listing
predelivery and delivery payments by individual aircraft can be obtained from
the model. (Exhibits 21,22).
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7.5.4.2.6 Ground property and facilities, (Item 18), includes progress
payments and final payment on equipment other than aircraft. These payments
constitute part of the back-up schedules mentioned above. They are appli-
cations of funds.
7.5.4.2.7 Increase in deferred charges, (Item 20), is simply the sum of pre-
service cost, research and development cost and other intangible cost incurred
each year. Amortization of these accounts is included in Item 2.
In the instance of computing cash balances, the analyst must account
for differences in revenues credited to the income statement but not yet
received. Item 21, Increase in non-cash current assets, provides for this
reconciliation as does Item 9 in the sources of funds.
Although Change in maturing long term debt is neither a non-cash out-
lay nor a non-cash income, it affects the amount of working capital while
negative changes increase working capital. When the model is designated to
estimate working capital, values are computed from the debt subroutine by
subtracting debts in a given year from those due in the following year.
7.5.4.2.8 Other Applications. - All Other applications of working capital
not provided above are included in Item 22.
7.5.4.2.9 Total application of funds. - This is identified as Item 23.
7.5.4.2.10 Changes in cash (or working capital) (Item 24). - Is the excess
total sources of funds over total application of funds.
7.5.4.2.11 Balance available at end of year (Item 25), - is obtained by
adding changes in cash or working capital of the current year to the balance
available at the end of the previous year.
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7.5.4.3 Operating ratios. - In order to aid the user in the analysis of
the results of the financial simulation program, a set of operating ratios
(Exhibit 4) is generated. This statement provides the analyst with key
relationships which may be used to interpret the results of the model.
Item 1 is the Revenue passenger miles (kilometers) used internally in
the model to compute passenger revenue. Available seat miles (kilometers)
(Item 2) are computed from the fleet characteristics and operating fleet.
The load factor (Item 3) is the ratio of revenue passenger miles to available
seat miles.
The Passenger yield (Item 4) is the average revenue yield per revenue
passenger mile used to compute passenger revenue. Because of the fact that
yields may vary within a passenger system, the model has several alternatives
in the area of yields and revenue computation. If desired, the analyst may
provide the program with any two of the following items and the third will
be computed:
a) Passenger revenue
b) Revenue passenger miles
c). Passenger yield
The Breakeven load factor (Item 5) is the percentage of the avail-
able seat miles which must be sold to produce zero net income before tax. The
computation is:




The total direct operating costs by aircraft type are related to
the available seat miles (kilometers) generated by that aircraft type. The
Direct operating cost per ASM (ASK) (Item 6) includes crew, fuel, oil,
maintenance, burden, hull insurance, depreciation and lease costs for each
aircraft type.
Items 7, 8, 9, 10 are percentage relationships of major income
statement accounts.
Items 11 through 18 relate the major divisions of the income state-
ment to capacity offered to produce an income statement on a revenue and
cost per available ton mile (kilometer) basis.
It should be noted that "direct operating costs" as referred to above
is defined as "total direct operating cost" plus "leasing expense", Line 10
plus Line 15 of the income statement.
7.5.4.4 Balance Sheet (Exhibit 5A, 5B). - The balance sheet summarizes the
financial position of the airline at the end of each year of the forecast
period.
All values required for the following balance sheet accounts are
computed by the model except those noted as requiring input by the analyst.
7.5.4.4.1 Current assets.
1. Cash and equivalent include cash, marketable securities and
liquid deposits.
2. Notes and accounts receivable include any accounts which are
due to be received within one year.
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3. Other current assets include inventories, short-term prepayments,
and any other current assets and must be supplied by the analyst.
4. Total current assets is the sum of Items 1, 2, and 3.
Investments and Special Funds
5. Subsidiaries refers to investment in associated companies,
advances to non-transport divisions, etc. All projected values
must be supplied by the analyst.
6. Other investments and receivables includes any long-term deposits
or investments with non-associated companies. (Analyst supplied).
7. Pre-delivery payments is the total of funds on deposit with
manufacturers for the purchase of new equipment.
8. Other special funds include funds for self insurance and any
other unspecified funds. (Analyst supplied).
9. Total investment and special funds is the total of Items 5, 6,
7 and 8.
7.5.4.4.2 Property and equipment
10. Flight equipment refers to the original cost of aircraft,
engines and spare parts.
11. Accumulated depreciation is the cumulative charges to de-
preciation for flight equipment.
12. Flight equipment net is cost less depreciation (Item 10
minus Item 11).
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13-15. The description of these accounts is identical to Items 10-12,
but for ground equipment and other assets, including land.
16. Construction in progress is the amount of funds invested in new
construction until the asset is operational. When the con-
struction is completed, the account is transferred to "Other
property and equipment".
17. Total property and equipment is the sum of Items 12, 15, and 16.
7.5.4.4.3 Deferred charges
18. The Deferred charges account should include unamortized develop-
ment and pre-operating costs, long term prepayments and any
other deferred charges.
19. Total assets^ is the sum of Items 4, 9, 17 and 18.
7.5.4.4.4 Current liabilities
20. Notes and accounts payable include all debts to trade and notes
due within one year.
21. The Current maturity of long-term debt is that portion of out-
standing debt which is due within one year.
22. Accrued interest is the amount of interest on debt accrued but
not paid.
23. Other current liabilities includes any accounts not covered in
Items 20-22. The analyst is expected to supply the projected
values for this account.
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24. Total current liabilities is the sum of Items 20-23.
7.5.4.4.5 Non-current liabilities
25. Senior debt is the long term portion of debt designated as senior,
26. Subordinated debt is the long term portion of debt designated
as subordinate to senior debt.
27. New debt is the designation for the amount of indebtedness
determined by the model to fulfil minimum cash or working capital
requirements as defined by the analyst.
28. Other non-current liabilities refers to all other non-current
accounts not covered in 25-27 above. These values are supplied
by the analyst.
29. Total non-current liabilities is the sum of items 25 through 28.
7.5.4.4.6 Deferred credits
30. Deferred income tax is the cumulative balance of the differences
in tax accruals arising from differences in accounting pro-
cedures for book and tax purposes.
31. Investment tax credit includes tax credits utilized as reduction
of tax liabilities when the airline exercises the option to
defer such credits for amortization over the life of the related
equipment.
32. Other deferred credits should include deferred credits not in-
cluded in 30 and 31. These values must be provided by the analyst.
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33. Total deferred credits is the sum of Items 30, 31, and 32.
34. Total liabilities is the sum of Items 24, 29, and 33.
7.5.4.4.7 Stockholders' equity
35. Capital stock and capital surplus refers to the total proceeds
(par value plus paid in capital) of common and preferred stock.
36. Cost of treasury stock is the cost to the airline for purchase
of treasury stock. These values are supplied by the analyst.
37. Paid in capital is capital stock and capital surplus less the
cost of treasury stock.
38. Retained earnings is the cumulative profit or loss of the
airline less dividends paid.
39. Total stockholders' equity is the total of items 35, 36, 37,
and 38.
40. Total liability and equity is the total of Items 34 and 39.
7.5.4.4.8 Balance sheet ratios (Exhibit 6). - The analysis of a balance
sheet is a complex undertaking. In order to facilitate this procedure,
several ratios have been included in the output of the financial simulation
program. Intended to aid the analyst in the evaluation of the forecast.
The ratios are divided into two caregories: Financial position ratios and
Productivity ratios. A brief description of each ratio follows:
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7.5.4.4.8.1 Financial position
1. Current ratio = Current assets/current liabilities. This ratio
indicates the company's ability to meet current obligations.
2. Total capital to total liabilities - Stockholders' equity/
liabilities. The relationship of ownership between stockholders
and creditors is measured by this ratio.
3. Total plant and equipment to total long term debt is a relation-
ship designed to indicate the protection available to creditors
in terms of the value of assets pledged as collateral.
4. Total capital to total plant and equipment indicates the stock-
holders' contribution to the cost of assets.
5. Debt to equity. This is total outstanding debt as related to
stockholders' equity in the classical interpretation.
6. Senior debt to total effective tangible net worth. The ratio
indicated here is a modification of the usual debt to equity
ratio. Senior debt is defined as:
Total debt less subordinated debt plus capitalized leases.
Total effective tangible net worth is defined as:
Stockholders' equity plus subordinated debt less deferred
charges.
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7.5 .4 .4 .8 .2 Productivity ratios
7. Rate of return on Investment. This is an estimate of rate of
return as defined by the Civil Aeronautics Board. Since the
information contained in the program is not as detailed as
that available to the CAB, this can only be regarded as an
estimation.
8. Sales to assets measures the productivity of assets in terms of
revenue generation.
9. The fixed asset turnover measures sales as a percentage of plant
and equipment
10. The Asset productivity rate is the relationship of net income
to total assets.
11. Return on stockholders' equity. This ratio is the net income
as a percentage of total stockholders' equity.
12. Times interest earned is an indication of the f irm's ability to
meet its interest payments on borrowed capital.
13. Times debt service covered measures the company's ability to
pay principal and interest out of the cash throw-off.
14. The Day's expenses in working capital is designed to estimate
the number of days an airline might operate on funds available
from working capital.
15. Working capital is the excess (deficiency) of current assets
over current liabilities.
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16. The Adjusted working capital value does not include the current
portion of long term debt as a current liability.
17. Earnings per share is the net income divided by the number of
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7.6 A Look to the Future
7.6.1 General. - The long run economic viability of STOL transportation rests
on its ability to recover average total operating costs. These costs are
defined in the economic sense including a return to capital sufficient to
cover capital risk using the CAB Phase 7 fare structure specified. It is
mandatory to examine the fundamental components of an equilibrium analysis
as developed during Phase II in order to outline this work. Since extensive
work has been done on cost related fares, the discussion follows this
development, then turns to consideration of the demand problem considering,
in particular, the interrelationships between price, frequency, and load
factor. Finally, these are related to return on investment.
7.6.2 Alternative Fare Structures. - Although the study uses CAB Phase 7
fares as the basis for financial analysis, other fare structures could be
used. All acceptable structures must be designed to recover full costs and
all should be non-discriminatory, i.e., the user should only pay for the
service used. Even so, the use of different costs as a base, produces
different fare structures. There are at least three cost bases that fulfill
the recovery and non-discrimination criteria:
1. Total Operating Cost - including both Direct and Indirect
Operating Cost
2. Direct Operating Cost - including Depreciation
3. Direct Operating Cost - excluding Depreciation
The first alternative argues that indirect operating costs are
variable with aircraft procurement and route operating policy. The second
argues indirect costs are primarily determined by system organizational
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policy and are, therefore, fixed in the short run. The third argues that
the aircraft fleet is a function of system policy and that the only variable
costs are crew, insurance, maintenance and fuel. Each of these can be
criticized on theoretical grounds and more alternatives can be proposed.
The point for the present discussion is that each of the three lead to
different fare structures and offer different abilities to develop the
various segments of a regional market.
For each cost base there exists a yield/cost ratio which would
recover average costs based on the average investment - long term debt plus
.shareholder equity - during the tenth-year plus the CAB guideline rate of
return - 12.35 percent. The three cost base fare structures can then be
displayed, along with the CAB Phase 7 structure, as a function of stage
length. (The theoretical rationale for these ratios is proved in Reference
54.) Table VII-1 derives the yield/cost ratios for each of the three fare
structures based on the tenth-year capital structure described in Section 4.3,
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TABLE VII-1






12.35% Return on Investment3 $339,573,000 $ 66,525,000
Plus Costs
Direct Operating Cost $ 92,867,000
Depreciation 33,310,000
Indirect Operating Cost 114.756,000
Subtotal $240,933,000
Required Revenue $307,458,000
Less Beverage Sales 3.998,000
Required Ticket Yield $303,460,000
Price/Cost Factors 12.35%
DOC w/o Depr 303,460,0007 92,867,000 = 3.27
DOCb 303,460,000/126,603,000 = 2.40
TOC 303,460,000/240,933,000 = 1.26
Rate of Return CAB Phase 7 Fares0
Ticket Yield $327,309,000





Profit Before Taxes 75,074,000
Income Taxes 36.036,000
Net Profit 39,038,000
Return on Investment 54,338,000
(incl. interest)
Return on Investment 16(percent)
aAfter tax. The $66.525 million includes 48% corporate income tax,
Includes fleet amortization of $.427 million.
CNo dilution.
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The CAB ROI short form at a 12.35 percent return on investment
after taxes implies a profit before taxes of $51.225 million plus $15.3
interest. This, when added to the operating costs of $240.5 million, requires
total ticket yield of $303.5 million after an allowance for beverage sales.
The yield/cost ratios for each of the three cost based fares are shown. The
CAB Phase 7 fares provide a return on investment of 16.0 percent.
A more detailed examination of the Chicago region fare structure
derived from the operating data for the twelve city pairs in the region,
Table VII-2. The cost per available seat mile, the yield cost ratios, and
the system average and route load factors may be used to calculate fare
structure. Figure 7-1 presents the CAB Phase 7 fare structure, derived from
Table VII-2 and an approximate TOC based fare structure obtained by fairing
the cents per seat mile curve through route prices calculated using both the
system average and individual route load factors.
These results together with the other two alternative fare
structures are displayed in Figure 7-2.
All three cost based fare structures intersect the CAB Phase 7
fare structure to the left of the average stage length point. This shows the
fare effect of changing the rate of return to 12.35 percent from 16.0 percent.
Since all three fare structures produce the same total revenue, by construction,
the choice among these depends upon the price elasticity of demand among the
various city pairs. If travel along a specific segment is primarily for
business purposes then the demand along the segment is fairly inelastic.
Therefore, no additional revenue can be captured by small fare reductions.
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demand becomes more elastic. These observations permit the knowledgeable
operator to take advantage of the market to increase revenues alono selected
segments without utilizing expensive service or discriminatory pricing
practi ces.
7.6.3 Fares, Frequencies, and Load Factors. - Restriction of the demand
analysis to CAB Phase 7 fare levels precluded extensive investigation of
demand and therefore a complete analysis of the supply and demand curves.
The data previously presented raises the guestion of theimpact of the different
fare structures and frequency upon segment demand taking segment load
factors as an analytical output. The hypothesis is, that for each region
there is an "optimum" fare structure-frequency relationship giving rise to
maximum revenue at a given system average fare. This produces a load factor
which in turn determines the average and marginal revenue and cost curves,
the essential ingredients of an equilibrium analysis.
Repeated for each region STOL system, these analyses would provide
both system.and industry analyses providing simultaneous solutions of fare
levels, frequencies, load factors and therefore the passenger market deter-
mined requirement for STOL aircraft. This is illustrated in Figure 7-3.
This figure shows the level of operations (revenue passenger miles) of a
regional carrier and the fare level being set by the intersection of the
marginal revenue (MR) and marginal cost (MC) curves. Where these curves
are customarily defined respectively as the first derivative of total
revenue and total cost with respect to revenue passenger miles. The exten-
sion to the multi-regional STOL industry is obvious. Regulation may be










FIGURE 7-3. AIRLINE PROFIT MAXIMIZATION
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a limitation explicitly employed in the earlier development of the fare
structures.
7.6.4 Load Factors and Return On Investment. - Instantaneous STOL system
financial success cannot be anticipated. Rather the development of regional
STOL systems will approach each limiting demand schedule at a different rate
depending upon the flight preference patterns of and marketing policies in
region. Over the early years subsidies must be anticipated. The subsidy
required to induce the investment is determined by the load factor and the
rate of return as rc-flected in the fare to cost ratio.
Let C, = Annual Direct Operating Cost excluding Depreciation
C£ = Annual Aircraft Depreciation
03 = Annual Indirect Operating Cost
I = Annual Interest
P = Profit
A = Total Average Investment
R = Annual Operating Revenue
F = Average Fare
______ N__= _ N um b e r o f P a s s e n gers _________
L = Actual Load Factor
L = Planned Load Factor
r = Rate of Return
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and K. = Revenue Cost Multiplier
J
j = 1 DOC excluding Depreciation Base
j = 2 DOC with Depreciation Base
j = 3 DOC + IOC Base
By Definition (1) R = FNj
(2) R = K . 2 C . 3
J
 1 3(3) R = P + I1 +SC i
(4) r = (P + I)/A
j




And When L = L (6) F = LK. 2 C./LNo o j i i
j
Now Rearranging (7) R = LK. 2 C^L
j 3
Substituting (7) and (3) in(4)(8) r = (L K. I C - /L - 2 C,)/Ao j
 1 i 1 i
3 j
And Rearranging (9) K. = L(rA + 2 C. ) /L 2 CJ
 1 i o 1
For a representative STOL airlines typical values in millions
(except as noted) might be:
C1 = 30 A = $100
C2 = 15 1 = 5
C3 =30 LQ = 60 percent
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Figure 7-4 provides an indication of the interrelationship of the
price/cost factor, load factor and rate of return. Suppose the particular
regional system uses a DOC + IOC cost base for determining the fare/cost
ratio, e.g. 2.0, at an average load factor of 60 percent. This provides a
0% rate of return. If the load factor increases to 70 percent, the rate
of return would increase to 15 percent. A 10 percent increase, around the
base of 3.5, in the price/cost multiplier increases the rate of return from
11 to about 11.5 percent discounting demand effects. A 10 percent increase
in load factor from 60 to 66 percent would increase the rate of return to
about 11.5 percent, showing the two changes have an equal effect on rate
of return for the "typical" data used.
The financial leverage afforded by the debt structure must also be
considered. At a 10 percent rate of return as calculated using the CAB
formula and 7 percent simple interest debt, the actual equity rate would be
leveraged to about 16.5 percent assuming a 40-percent equity-to-total invest-
ment ratio. On the other hand equity profits would vanish at a 4.2 rate of
return on total investment. Despite the fact that the 12 percent CAB objective
has rarely been realized a high equity rate of return implying a high fare/cost
"ratio or alternatively government subsidy initially may be necessary to attract
investment in extensive regional STOL systems.
7.6.5 The Sensitivity of the Interrelationships. - The mechanics of the
price, load factor, frequency fare, demand and return on investment inter-
actions have been ably investigated in Reference 56. The results, for a
single origin and destination and without explicit consideration of the
details of fare structures, show the effect upon the internal rate of return
of probabilistic variations among the various primary economic variables.
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FIGURE 7-4. PRICE/COST RATIOS FOR SELECTED RATES
OF RETURN AND LOAD FACTOR
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From the graphic material the change of the expected annual rate of return
by independently changing the operating parameters may be approximated, viz:
Percent Change
Rate of





These values hold for the area around the nominal points but
should not be taken as an estimate of the exchange ratios across the
operating parameter spectra.
Unfortunately the exchange ratios for the single segment may not
hold over a regional network let alone other regional networks. Therefore
considerable fundamental work and additional sensitivity studies are required
before definitive fare, frequency, equipment qualities, and load factor
guidelines can be determined.
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APPENDIX 7.7



















































































































































































































































































,TF denotes turbofan, TJ - turbojet, TP - turboprop.
Max. density seating. Prefixes represent origin of manufacturer:
A - Asia, E - Europe. Suffix "C" shows corporate designs.
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